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CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
www.cherryhillsvillage.com

Village Center
Telephone 303-789-2541
FAX 303-761-9386

Quincy Farm Committee Agenda
Regular Meeting
Tuesday, January 15th, 2019
8:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Joint Public Safety Community Room
2460 E Quincy Ave.
1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call of Members
3. Audience Participation Period (limit 5 minutes per speaker)
4. Consent Agenda
a. Approval of minutes – October 30th, 2018 and November 27th, 2018
5. Unfinished Business
a. Ongoing Projects
b. Master Plan – Feedback from PTRC and plan for public input
6. New Business
a. Competitive mini-grant for Historic Structure Assessments
7. Reports
a. Chair
b. Committee Members
c. Council Representative
d. City Staff
i. Quincy Farm Public Access – Feb. 5th City Council Meeting
ii. Huber Foundation
iii. Contract with Butterfly Pavilion
8. Adjournment

Minutes of the Quincy Farm Committee
City of Cherry Hills Village, Colorado
Tuesday, October 30th, 2018
at the Joint Public Safety Facility Community Room
Chair Russell Stewart called the meeting to order at 8:25 a.m.
ROLL CALL
Present at the meeting were the following Quincy Farm Committee Members: Lucinda Greene, Melinda
Haymons, Chair Russell Stewart, and Klasina Vanderwerf.
Present at the meeting were the following staff members: City Manager Jim Thorsen and Parks and
Recreation Coordinator Emily Black. City Council Liaison Mayor Laura Christman, Mayor Pro Tem
Earl Hoellen, and Parks, Trails, and Recreation Commission Chair Rob Eber were also present. Janney
Carpenter, President of the Cherry Hills Land Preserve, was also in attendance.
AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION PERIOD
None
CONSENT AGENDA
None
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
10-Year Master Plan
Parks and Recreation Coordinator Black introduced the Guiding Principles that Committee Member
Vanderwerf suggested could direct future decision-making for items that were not specifically called out
in the Master Plan. The Principles would be located throughout the plan at the top of each relevant
section.
Following discussion, the Committee opted to wait until Committee Member Vanderwerf arrived to
discuss the Guiding Principles. Parks and Recreation Coordinator Black introduced the list of Discussion
Points about decisions that still needed to be made within the plan, such as how the Quincy Farm
Committee would like to work with the Art Commission on future art installation and programming,
since art is anticipated to be part of Quincy Farm.
Committee Member Agron stated she was concerned that it is hard to communicate and plan meetings
across commissions, and working with the Art Commission would add more complexity. Ms. Black
stated there is a loss when committees and commissions become siloed, and that the Art Commission
would be a resource and brings a lot of expertise. Mayor Christman stated she did not think the role
needed to be defined, just that it should appear in the Master Plan that the Quincy Farm Committee will
coordinate with the Art Commission when it comes to art programming and installation. Committee
Member Agron stated she would want the Art Commission’s input and to use them as a resource; that
language could be added, but that too many bodies needing to approve the plan is a problem. Ms. Black
stated she would add language expressing a willingness to work together but not requiring approval; the
group agreed.
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Ms. Black noted there was no parking plan or suggestion about parking. She stated she did not think
there needed to be a detailed plan, but there should at least be recommendations from the Committee to
address it in some way. Mayor Christman stated she read it as addressing parking since the East side can
be used for parking in the future, and that the plan explains the parking that’s available on the West side.
Ms. Agron stated parking couldn’t really be discussed until the city knows the correct ratio and locations
of future facilities. Chair Stewart stated the plan should just say parking is off site. Ms. Agron stated she
didn’t think there should be parking options presented, only that it will be determined once
programming is decided. Ms. Black stated the purpose of the Master Plan is to start making these
decisions. Committee Member Greene stated a functional limitation to starting a lot of programming is
that the Farm does not have the infrastructure to support major programming. She recommended adding
an acknowledgement to the Master Plan that there is functional limited parking according to the
Conservation Easement and parking solutions for larger events will have to be determined. The group
universally agreed with this statement.
Parks, Trails, and Recreation Commission Chair Eber stated the plan still doesn’t present the
Committee’s viewpoint on what should happen with parking. Chair Stewart stated the Master Plan could
list possible options. PTRC Chair Eber stated at least listing options would present them so the public
could provide input whether positive or negative. The Committee discussed and decided to maintain the
existing wording to determine parking in the future, but to add specific language that parking at the
Farm should be for Quincy Farm only, not to be used as a trailhead for the High Line Canal.
Ms. Black stated that the next question which was brought up at the last meeting (due to a private group
asking to hold art classes) was whether private and public events are allowed at the Farm. Committee
Member Agron stated she envisioned there being a committee or a person in the future that would make
decisions about what events were allowed on a case by case basis, so her vote would be to leave the
wording in the plan the way it is.
PTRC Chair Eber asked about use of other open spaces. Ms. Black explained no permit was needed to
have a group of people gather in a park or open space; a permit is necessary to reserve a space (such as
the future John Meade Park Pavilion). Ms. Greene asked if weddings were allowed at the Farm. Ms.
Black answered that according to Cat’s granddaughter, Natalie Anderson, weddings were something Cat
envisioned as a possibility under the Conservation Easement, but whether the City would like to hold
weddings in the space is separate question. She continued that Cat intended for private events to be held
at the Farm.
Ms. Greene asked what has jurisdiction (between the conservation easement, zoning, etc.) over the
events at Quincy Farm – what would the process be to determine whether events are allowed. She stated
that she did not believe that Quincy Farm is meant to be the Hudson Gardens Event Center, and she was
hesitant to hold too many events that would change the atmosphere of the natural space. Mayor
Christman answered that the most restrictive document would apply. Ms. Black explained the City
Property Usage Policy has a specific section about Quincy Farm that is currently the most restrictive
document. Ms. Agron asked that that policy be attached to the Master Plan, and that document be
updated as needed.
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Janney Carpenter, President of the Cherry Hills Land Preserve, spoke about the importance of the
mission and vision and how the Quincy Farm Committee views the property as distinct from John
Meade Park. She continued that having the mission and vision be clear to the community will prevent
having to repeatedly deny events in the future that are not allowed at the Farm.
Ms. Agron explained how the Farm is different from other parks due to the Conservation Easement. She
stated that those looking to use the Farm would not be looking at the Master Plan, but rather at a twopage document (the Use Policy) that could be revised and updated on a regular basis. Ms. Agron used
the example of how now some block parties and events require insurance though they didn’t in the past,
but there was a need for it to be updated. She stated that document will define what can be done at the
Farm, and that document can continue to evolve.
Chair Stewart suggested including the Preservation Uses within the Master Plan itself, and asked Ms.
Vanderwerf if she had considered that in writing the Master Plan. Ms. Vanderwerf agreed it would be a
good idea to include them. Chair Stewart suggested returning to the Guiding Principles now that Ms.
Vanderwerf had arrived to the meeting.
Ms. Vanderwerf noted that the idea of the Guiding Principles is that the status of the property may
change, but the Guiding Principles explain the intent that should guide decision making in the future.
Ms. Greene suggested changes to the specific language in the Guiding Principles for Maintenance about
pesticides and herbicides and water to maintain plant health; Ms. Black made those changes. Chair
Stewart suggested the group move to the next item.
Ms. Black suggested moving content from the Overview section to the Vision. Mayor Christman stated
she liked the Vision statement the way it was. Chair Stewart agreed. He asked about the periods of
history called out in the plan and if there was an intention to be more specific; Ms. Black replied that
there would be more information about specific years following the Historic Structure Assessments’
completion. She continued that 17-Mile also noted nearby historic properties’ periods of significance
before settling on the time period they wished to highlight, and she would suggest doing the same thing
for Quincy Farm.
City Manager Thorsen noted there are plans for the specific structures, but the plan does not reference
the existing leases, and asked that the Committee clarify their intention for the leases.
Mayor Christman excused herself for another appointment. Before leaving, she recommended the
Committee get the plan to a place where they could live with it enough to send it to PTRC, and ask
PTRC not to wordsmith it, but give feedback if they thought something was missing. Then the plan
could come back for the Quincy Farm Committee’s approval.
Chair Stewart returned to the City Manager’s comment and noted he thought it was up to Council
whether or not the leases were renewed. Ms. Vanderwerf asked what would happen if five years from
now, the City was not ready to take on more buildings. She continued that this was a sensitive topic to
include in the Master Plan. Chair Stewart noted at the end of the current leases they could be
renegotiated with shorter terms. City Manager Thorsen agreed it was a sensitive issue, but it was
important to know the intention of the Committee in advance. Mayor Pro Tem Hoellen noted the leases
would not be extended under the same terms, which was met which general agreement. Following
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discussion, the Committee agreed on adding language that if the City was not ready to take on those
buildings in 2022, the leases would be renegotiated.
Ms. Black noted another section that needed work was the Financial Plan. She explained the plan
contained estimates within the phasing for the projects, but it would be more user-friendly to compile
them into a spreadsheet at the back. She stated she would compile them and add more estimates that
were missing.
Ms. Black asked for comments that Committee members may have had reading the plan. Chair Stewart
stated he thought it was great and he agreed with the Mayor’s recommendation to send it over to PTRC.
PTRC Chair Eber stated he thought the document should contain more specifics about the Committee’s
plan for what they wanted the Farm to be. Ms. Vanderwerf noted the intent is to have the Master Plan
not paint the City into a corner, but be a collection of possibilities. Ms. Agron reiterated it was to the
benefit of the City, QFC, and PTRC to not be very specific. Chair Stewart voiced his agreement and
stated the Master Plan was to show what is possible. Mayor Pro Tem Hoellen stated that the purpose of
the Master Plan was not necessarily for the public, but the City; to help guide the Committee and staff,
and to help Council evaluate whether future budget requests are driving towards the Vision in this
document.
Ms. Agron stated that it is difficult to balance what is allowed at the Farm, individual interpretations of
what is allowed, and individual desires about how it should be used. She continued she hopes everyone
present can be a champion of the plan to the public, and that there are not members of the public present
at most of the meetings to inform the decisions. She concluded that the Committee is doing their best to
include everyone’s desires.
Mayor Pro Tem Hoellen asked if public input should have been gathered ahead of time, since that is
typically done to inform a Master Plan. Ms. Agron stated the public has the chance but does not
typically attend Quincy Farm Committee meetings to give input. PTRC Chair Eber suggested having
one public meeting to accomplish the goal of gathering input.
Ms. Greene suggested putting the Conservation Values and the Guiding Principles in special boxes
within the document to highlight their importance, so that the Committee’s position is more clear. PTRC
Chair Eber stated he still didn’t see in the plan what the Committee envisioned for how heavily the
property will be used. There was discussion regarding use of City property by controversial groups and
the legality of denying use to controversial nonprofits. PTRC Chair Eber reiterated he did not take away
from the plan what the Quincy Farm Committee would like the Farm to be above all else.
Mayor Pro Tem Hoellen expressed that while he doesn’t know all the upcoming construction plans for
John Meade Park and they will not exactly follow the JMP Master Plan, from reading the Master Plan
for the park, he can tell you what is not going to be in the plans (a large sound and lighting system, roller
rink, etc.). Ms. Agron stated this property is different from John Meade Park because of the
Conservation Easement and existing structures.
Ms. Black stated what she is hearing from the Quincy Farm Committee overall is that they are
comfortable with the plan with the additions discussed at the meeting, and that it can go to PTRC for
their feedback. Chair Stewart asked that PTRC focus on the Preservation Uses and how limiting they
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are. Ms. Vanderwerf stated the Committee would like to activate all parts of Quincy Farm while
respecting the property and values.
Ms. Black asked whether the Committee would like to gather public input and what the next steps
should be. She suggested if a meeting is held, it be very structured: present possible options and ask
which residents prefer, to not create a perception that any idea for use will be considered (since many
are disallowed under the Conservation Easement). There was inconclusive discussion about how to
gather input; Ms. Black noted there did seem to be consensus that the Committee would like to give the
public a chance to weigh in. She stated there could be a online survey that could stay up for a period of
time, and holding a public meeting. She reminded the Committee about the public meeting that was
being advertised for November 27th about public access. Chair Stewart noted that in other master
planning processes, a consultant holds a series of public meetings and they are very useful; he supported
keeping the master plan and public input process on two separate tracks so that public input could be
gathered, but the master plan could go to PTRC. The Committee discussed holding public meetings in a
structured way to educate as much as to gather input.
Ms. Black stated she would try to make the changes to the Master Plan in time for PTRC to review the
plan at their December 8th meeting, and that she would check on whether PTRC should approve the plan
at that meeting or review it since it is not formally approved yet by the Quincy Farm Committee.
NEW BUSINESS
None
REPORTS
None
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 10:09 a.m.

___________________________________
Russell Stewart, Chair

___________________________________
Emily Black, Parks and Recreation Coordinator
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Minutes of the Quincy Farm Committee
City of Cherry Hills Village, Colorado
Tuesday, November 27th, 2018
at the Joint Public Safety Facility Community Room
Chair Russell Stewart called the meeting to order at 8:17 a.m.
ROLL CALL
Present at the meeting were the following Quincy Farm Committee Members: Dale De Leo, Melinda
Haymons, Chair Russell Stewart, Joel Sydlow, and Klasina Vanderwerf.
Present at the meeting were the following staff members: City Manager Jim Thorsen and Parks and
Recreation Coordinator Emily Black. City Council Liaison Mayor Laura Christman, Mayor Pro Tem
Earl Hoellen, Parks, Trails, and Recreation Commission Chair Rob Eber, Art Commission Chair Ann
Polumbus, and Art Commissioner Allison Lynch were also present.
AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION PERIOD
None
CONSENT AGENDA
Committee Member Vanderwerf motioned to approve the minutes from the October 16th, 2018 regular
meeting, seconded by Committee Member De Leo. The motion passed unanimously.
PRESENTATION OF BIG BRONZE WALKING EYE FLOWER VIDEO
Chair of the Art Commission Ann Polumbus explained that Big Bronze Walking Eye Flower is part of
the art on loan program. The sculpture is by James Surls, an artist who lives in Colorado and has
sculptures displayed throughout the country. Commissioner Allison Lynch explained the purpose of
creating the video was to fulfill the Art Commission’s goal of art education for the community. The
Quincy Farm Committee watched the short video introducing the artist and giving background on the
piece.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
Ongoing Projects
Parks and Recreation Coordinator Black and Public Works Director Jay Goldie updated the group on
Ongoing Projects. Tree trimming related to the Arapahoe County Open Spaces Grant will be completed
in early 2019. The dam investigation contract was recently approved by City Council, so that work will
start shortly. The quotes for irrigation installation came back higher than anticipated, so staff is working
with Avocet (who designed the system) to evaluate possibilities to bring the cost down.
Public Input – Recommendation for Public Access
Chair Stewart gave an introduction of the history of Quincy Farm and the Conservation Easement. He
stated the group was struggling with how to open the property while still being consistent with the
Easement.
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Parks and Recreation Coordinator Black gave a presentation explaining the donation of Quincy Farm to
the City, the Conservation Values from the Conservation Easement, and the recent installations of the
Nature Trail and Plant Select and Pollinator Gardens. She explained the different recommendations from
the Quincy Farm Committee, Parks, Trails and Recreation Commission, and staff, and noted that public
input would be particularly helpful regarding days and times for opening the farm and where the public
stands on the need for an attendant. Finally, she explained next steps for public access:
Tues., Nov. 27th – 8:15am
• Quincy Farm Committee hears public input and makes a recommendation to Council
Thurs., Dec. 13th – 6:30pm
• PTRC hears public input and Quincy Farm Committee’s recommendation, and makes their
recommendation to Council
Tues., Feb. 5th – 6:30pm (tentative)
• City Council hears public input and both recommendations and decides on a final proposal
(After the Council meeting)
• Staff sends City Council’s proposal to Colorado Open Lands for final approval
(Following CO Open Lands approval)
• Quincy Farm Nature Trail will be open during specific hours, with signs posted
Mayor Christman noted this was a phenomenal gift that Catherine Anderson gave to the City,
specifically the citizens of the Village. She stated the City has spent approximately $300,000 on the
property which still needs much more work, and that amount divided over the six hours it has been open
to the public (during the Open House) comes out to $50,000 an hour. She stated it was extremely
important for the citizens and taxpayers of Cherry Hills Village, to whom the asset was given, to have
access, since every dime that goes into the Farm is not going into another City park.
Peter Clute of 4300 S Dahlia stated he walks by the Farm all the time. He asked how long the leases on
the property last. Parks and Recreation Coordinator Black responded the leases end in 2022, and at that
point City Council has the option to extend the leases. Mr. Clute stated it was important the houses be
kept maintained, and asked what plans the City has to maintain or demolish the structures.
Chair Stewart explained the Quincy Farm Committee has been working on a long-term Master Plan to
answer those questions. He explained the Conservation Easement and historic designation restrict what
can be done.
Mr. Clute continued that the pond will be an issue in the future and discussed issues with his own water
well. He asked as a member of the board of Cherry Hills Village Sanitation District whether the City has
been in touch with Kathy McKune for the sewer project, and how the process was going; Public Works
Director Goldie noted he had and everything was going smoothly.
Michael Kim, 4245 South Forest Circle, stated the slides presented were informative for the public,
particularly the slide showing next steps, and would be helpful to share on the website. Ms. Black stated
she would post them. Mr. Kim continued as he understood it, this meeting was about the Master Plan,
and thought there would be more input if people knew what the meeting was about. He also stated the
City should always be looking to inform people. He noted there should be an operating budget stating
whether the City or grants would be funding the Farm.
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Gordon Rockafellow, 4200 East Quincy, noted his property borders the Farm on three sides, so he and
his wife are probably more impacted than anyone else. He stated no access is in some ways good for
them, but that’s contrary to the purpose of the Farm and Cat’s wishes, and they’re delighted it’s been
given to the City. He continued they are really only concerned with security and trying to limit the
access so it doesn’t spill over into their property. Specifically, he recalled the gate from Cat’s fence to
their property (which is currently padlocked). He asked that be considered a permanent closure. He
stated other than that, they understand that there has to be access by the public and appreciated the fact
that there would be an attendant some of the time. Mr. Rockafellow acknowledged the parking issues,
especially until the East side is available. He concluded his and his wife’s main concerns were security
and that access be provided to the Farm without providing easy ways for it to spill over into adjacent
properties.
Committee Member Vanderwerf asked if Mr. Rockafellow experienced any issues during the Farm’s
Open House.
Mr. Rockafellow stated no, he was at the Open House and thought it was sparsely attended. He stated
they did not see any problems, but there were not many people there.
Committee Member Vanderwerf said she thought it was very well attended, though there weren’t a large
number of people at any one time. Mr. Rockafellow stated he was not there the entire time.
Chair Stewart asked if Mr. Rockafellow has seen visitors on the property. Mr. Rockafellow stated he
has, but they have not come onto his property. He continued he was not saying they’ve had any
problems, the concern was more preventative.
There was discussion about signing the gate “Private Property”; Mr. Rockafellow stated since it blends
in well with the rest of the fence, he would prefer to leave it locked and not draw attention to it.
Chair Stewart asked for further comments. He stated he agreed with the Mayor and that he would like to
use the property to the maximum extent possible, since that’s what Cat wanted, but stay within the
confines of the Conservation Easement. He recalled the photography and art uses that Cat included in
the Conservation Easement, and that the Committee must be sensitive to the uses she did not wish to
occur as well.
Mr. Clute stated he agreed with Cat’s wish to keep bicycles off the property, since from experience
walking on Kent Denver’s property they can be a hazard and they tear up trails. He continued for
parking, he believes the property should be left as is, and people can park elsewhere and walk to the
Farm.
Chair Stewart noted the Conservation Easement prohibits expanding the paved area, and that the
Committee agrees that most people should walk to the Farm. He noted the Art Commission could help
program the Farm for plein air painting, which Cat would have wanted.
Allison Lynch, a member of the Art Commission, stated the Mangold Sculpture on the Farm is an
extraordinary sculpture so the Art Commission would like people to be able to see it.
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Chair Stewart stated the Committee has chosen to limited access while waiting for the sewer to be
installed and the irrigation goes in, so there wouldn’t be conflicts.
Leslie Schirmer, 4100 East Quincy, asked about the “parties and celebrations” allowed under the
Conservation Easement and asked what that means for her as a neighbor. She stated she would not like
to see wedding bands and similar things.
Committee Member Vanderwerf stated one of the roles of the Committee was to come up with
restrictions that would be placed on celebrations happening at the Farm.
Ms. Schirmer continued they were assured by Kent with their new dining hall that there would be only
one or two parties a year there, and she stated they have many parties with loud bands, etc. She would
hate to see that happen on another side of their property, too.
Chair Stewart stated the new facilities at John Meade Park were more in line with that type of use;
Quincy Farm has an educational focus.
Committee Member Vanderwerf stated Cat did say that she could picture weddings there, but it is still
up to the Committee to designate limits like “no acoustically enhanced music”, and so on. Ms. Schirmer
asked that the Committee keep the neighbors in mind.
Committee Member Sydlow asked the neighbors what they envision as ideal in terms of access.
Mr. Rockafellow stated it would not be his intent to restrict access to a few hours each weekend; that
seems contrary to the main goal for it to be used by citizens of the Village. He stated their concern is
noise; he recalled Keith Anderson’s 75th birthday party and noted that the property is not a stranger to
large celebrations. He stated they have had neighbors who had big bonfire parties. He stated it should be
reasonable, during daylight, and preventing easy access to the four neighboring houses that can be
mistaken as part of the property.
Chair Stewart asked Mr. Rockafellow’s feelings on the property being open daily dawn to dusk.
Mr. Rockafellow stated it being unattended gave him some concern as to how to manage it, but he stated
he assumed that if were opened and then that level of access became a problem, the Committee would
recommend changes.
Chair Stewart asked for more comments, and hearing none, gave an update on the status of the Master
Plan. He asked for other reports from Committee members.
Parks and Recreation Coordinator Black stated the Committee needed to make a recommendation on the
Public Access item, or maintain their initial recommendation. Chair Stewart asked what the Committee
would like to do.
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Committee Member De Leo stated he appreciated Mr. Kim’s earlier input and thinks public input is
important. He asked at what point after trying to get the message out does the Committee take action and
make decisions to see how it goes. He asked what the best form of communication with the public is.
Mr. Clute stated the Village Crier worked for him.
Committee Member De Leo stated he wasn’t sure emails or the City website were ideal, and asked Ms.
Black if there is a way to track traffic to the City website.
Ms. Black stated the metric to look at would be traffic to the Quincy Farm page, and that she may be
able to find that out.
Mr. Kim stated he thinks the City can only do what it can do, and it is trying to get the message out. He
stated it’s an issue of content and sequencing, and reiterated that the Next Steps slide is very useful to
share. He stated he wasn’t sure the public got the message about what this meeting was about. He
suggested asking local nonprofits to distribute City information through their email lists. He stated the
more organizations sending the message out instead of just putting it on the website the better.
Allison Lynch, Art Commission member, stated NextDoor is another great tool that is well received by
the community.
Chair Stewart stated that to the Parks and Recreation Coordinator’s point, the Committee has already
made its recommendation. He stated that the Committeee’s reasoning was to get started and see how it
worked, and a concern that the Conservation Easement does have uses that are not allowed, so there
should be someone there to make sure uses were appropriate to the property. He continued that the final
decision would be made by Colorado Open Lands. He continued that there is language in the
Committee’s recommendation that the house not be opened, but he believed if there is a volunteer
present, the Main House could be open too. He stated other than that, he had no changes to the original
recommendation. He explained having a docent there would provide security and to make sure the uses
were correct.
Committee Member De Leo stated he would like to know what issues have come up in other parks, if
any, and he would hope that would give the neighbors reassurance that this will be like other parks.
Parks and Recreation Coordinator Black stated that within the last seven and a half years, there have
been a total of four incidents of vandalism in City parks. She stated the staff recommendation is coming
from years of experience of not having issues in other parks. She continued that 17-Mile House, another
historic site in Arapahoe County, is located at a trailhead. There is a fence around the house but no gate;
visitors can walk right up to the building. From discussions with Glen Poole, who manages the house:
during peak season, 150-200 visitors pass through a day. Despite this level of use, 17-Mile House has
not had any incidents of vandalism or attempted break-ins. She stated based on that experience and
staff’s experience, she believed the city needs to trust their residents and give them access to the farm
that was gifted to them.
Mr. Kim expressed concern about this property being different from other parks since it is accessible
from the High Line Canal Trail.
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Parks and Recreation Coordinator Black answered that both Three Pond Park and Dahlia Hollow Park
are adjacent to the High Line, and also are not overwhelmed with visitors.
Mr. Kim stated use of the High Line Canal Trail would greatly increase due to the underpass installation
at Hampden Avenue.
Committee Member De Leo stated perhaps the High Line Canal Conservancy should be responsible for
helping with the Farm if traffic increases on the High Line Canal.
Chair Stewart stated it is easier to open the Farm on a limited basis and later expand hours rather than
the reverse.
Ms. Black responded that there are already issues as the Committee can see in their packets (from Alan
Levy’s letter) that people attended the Open House and now think the Farm is open. She reiterated that
the Parks Department does not see issues in other parks. Ms. Black responded to Mr. Kim’s comment
that the underpass could increase use on the High Line Canal and agreed that that was an important time
to re-evaluate, but the project is about two years away from completion.
Chair Stewart stated he heard a report that a bicyclist used the Nature Trail during the Open House.
Robert Eber, Chair of the Parks, Trails, and Recreation Commission, stated he thought it was important
for the record to reflect that PTRC’s recommendation of two days per week opening was on an interim
basis as a trial period, not a recommendation that those be the permanent days and hours. He stated if the
question was for a permanent recommendation for openness, PTRC may make a different
recommendation.
Chair Stewart replied that the Quincy Farm Committee’s recommendation was not meant to be
permanent either, but to open for a month and re-evaluate. He asked for other comments from the public,
and asked Ms. Black for the report on the Huber Family Foundation.
Parks and Recreation Coordinator Black asked if the Committee was not going to make a
recommendation about Public Access.
Chair Stewart stated he thought the consensus was the Committee would not change its
recommendation.
Mayor Pro Tem Hoellen stated because this was the public meeting, the Committee may want to
reaffirm that after hearing public input, the Committee wants to stand by their original thoughts.
Chair Stewart motioned that beginning November 10th or until the sewer is installed, the Farm would be
open Saturdays from 8am-5pm and a volunteer would be present or part-time staff, that a sign would be
present on the High Line Canal along with other directional signs, and that the area accessible would be
the Nature Trail and gardens. The Nature Trail will have seasonal closures to protect the owl nest.
Volunteers will be present in the Main House and there will be access to the Main House as long as a
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volunteer is present. The Quincy Farm Committee will evaluate after one month to make adjustments as
needed. Committee Member De Leo seconded the motion.
Ms. Black asked that everyone was clear that this motion was different from the Committee’s initial
motion which did not provide access to the interior of the Main House, and is another layer of access
that the Committee had not discussed until this motion. Chair Stewart replied that was correct.
Committee Member Sydlow stated if there was a volunteer present, access to the house could be
controlled.
Committee Member Vanderwerf asked if the access should be limited to the main level. Ms. Black
replied that City records are temporarily stored in the upstairs of the house while the new City Hall is
under construction. City Manager Thorsen stated the Committee should leave the decision about areas to
staff, and likely the upstairs would not be open.
Chair Stewart called for a vote and the motion passed unanimously.
NEW BUSINESS
None
REPORTS
Ms. Black reported that she had sent information to Natalie Anderson, Catherine Anderson’s
granddaughter, to use for the Huber Family Foundation presentation to consider Quincy Farm for a
donation at the end of the year. Family members vote on which project to fund, and the City will find
out after December 1st.
Ms. Black noted that staff did not have agenda items for the December meeting, and asked if any
Committee members had items for that meeting. Chair Stewart asked about the Master Plan. Ms. Black
stated that PTRC would be reviewing the Master Plan at their meeting on December 13th, and the two
meetings would be too close together to deliver PTRC’s feedback in the Quincy Farm Committee
packet. The Committee agreed to cancel the regular December meeting.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 9:33 a.m.

___________________________________
Russell Stewart, Chair

___________________________________
Emily Black, Parks and Recreation Coordinator

Quincy Farm Committee Meeting
November 27th, 2018
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CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE
COLORADO
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
www.cherryhillsvillage.com

Village Center
Telephone 303-789-2541
FAX 303-761-9386

ITEM: 5A

MEMORANDUM

TO:

MEMBERS OF THE QUINCY FARM COMMITTEE

FROM:

EMILY BLACK, PARKS AND RECREATION COORDINATOR

SUBJECT: ONGOING PROJECT UPDATES
DATE:

JANUARY 15, 2019

ISSUE
To update the Committee on all projects taking place at Quincy Farm.

DISCUSSION
The attached chart contains updates on all ongoing projects happening at Quincy Farm. It is
updated each month to keep the Committee informed.
EXHIBITS
Exhibit A – Ongoing Projects at Quincy Farm (January 2019)
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Quincy Farm Projects - Jan. 2019
Project

Tree Trimming

Beehive
Sewer installation

Irrigation (West side)

Assessment of Main
House
Public Access

Status

Next Step

Received esimate from
Davey Tree Service for
final phase
Contract signed

Will begin work shortly
dependent on owls (avoiding
their pasture)
Butterfly Pavilion will bring
beehive in the spring
Council approved contact Scheduling construction; work
on 11/20
is expected to take approx. 10
days; tenants will be notified
Staff evaluating/
redesigning using well
water to reduce costs

Will bring proposal to Council
once finalized

Will discuss competitive grant application for entire
property with QFC at January meeting
Scheduled for Feb. 5th
Council meeting

Pond (Dam Investigation) Boring completed on
1/3/18

Send proposal to Colorado
Open Lands; install signs
Ongoing testing of bore holes

Completed Projects:

Leak at Jeri's house was fixed
Miscellaneous
Property Maintenance
Keycode lock installed on kitchen door

Jan.

Feb. March April

May

June

July

Aug. Sept.

Oct. Nov. Dec.

CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE
COLORADO
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
www.cherryhillsvillage.com

Village Center
Telephone 303-789-2541
FAX 303-761-9386

ITEM: 5b

MEMORANDUM

TO:

MEMBERS OF THE QUINCY FARM COMMITTEE

FROM:

EMILY BLACK, PARKS AND RECREATION COORDINATOR

SUBJECT: MASTER PLAN AND PUBLIC INPUT
DATE:

JANUARY 15, 2019

ISSUE
Finalizing the Quincy Farm Master Plan and creating a plan to solicit public input.

DISCUSSION
MASTER PLAN
The Parks, Trails, and Recreation Commission reviewed the Quincy Farm Master Plan at their
regular meeting on Thursday, December 13th. Staff presented a summary of major elements of
the plan, including Mission, Phasing, Guiding Principles, Programming, etc. The draft minutes
from PTRC’s meeting are attached as Exhibit A, with their feedback to the Quincy Farm
Committee summarized. Generally, PTRC believed Quincy Farm Committee was on the right
track with the plan and its phasing. Feedback focuses on requests for more information in certain
areas.
Staff recommends the Quincy Farm Committee review the feedback items from PTRC and
indicate which they would like to incorporate into the Master Plan.
PUBLIC INPUT
The Quincy Farm Committee expressed at the November meeting a desire to include the public
in decision making for Quincy Farm in a more active way than the regular Committee meetings.
Staff suggests creating an online survey that can be posted for 4-8 weeks, and an Open Housestyle meeting held at the new City Hall building where members of the public can view boards
with information and vote for specific options using sticker dots. (This has been successful in
recent High Line Canal Conservancy planning.) Both the survey and the open house should
focus specifically on programming the public would like to see – for adults, children, and/or
families, what topics people are interested in learning, etc. The results of both the meeting and
1

the online survey can be gathered into the appendix of the Master Plan and used to inform
programming decisions going forward.

NEXT STEPS
MASTER PLAN
Staff proposes the following next steps to complete the Master Plan:
1. Evaluate recommendations from PTRC and decide which to incorporate (this meeting).
2. February: Staff makes recommended changes and edits plan so it is a more cohesive
document.
3. March: Plan is formatted into a template with pictures, graphics, and highlights.
4. (tentative) April: Plan comes to Quincy Farm Committee for final vote.
5. (tentative) May: Plan goes to PTRC for final vote.
6. (tentative) June: Plan goes before Council for final approval.
PUBLIC INPUT
Staff proposes the following next steps for public input:
1. A committee member or a small group should draft survey questions they would like
answers to – or – all committee members should send suggested questions to staff to
compile before the next meeting.
2. February meeting – Committee decides on survey.
3. March – Survey is posted and remains open for at least a month.
4. Plan open house-type meeting for April/May 2019.
5. Results included in Master Plan appendix when complete.
EXHIBITS
Exhibit A – Discussion Points from PTRC minutes
Exhibit B – Quincy Farm Master Plan Draft with Appendix Items (Version 01/07/19)
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Exhibit A

(Excerpt – Quincy Farm Master Plan)
Minutes of the
Parks, Trails & Recreation Commission of the
City of City of Cherry Hills Village, Colorado
Held on Thursday, December 13, 2018 at 6:30 p.m.
at the Village Center
STUDY SESSION
A study session was held at 5:30 p.m. to discuss rezoning John Meade Park.
PARKS, TRAILS AND RECREATION COMMISSION REGULAR MEETING
Chair Robert Eber called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m.
ROLL CALL
Chair Robert Eber, Commissioners Fred Wolfe, Josh DiCarlo, Peter Sutherland, Aron
Grodinsky, Kate Murphy, Stephanie Dahl, and Councilor Gallagher. Also present were
Emily Black, Parks and Recreation Coordinator, Jeff Roberts, Parks Operation
Supervisor, Rachel Granrath, Community Development Director and Pamela Broyles,
Administrative Assistant.
***********************************************
NEW BUSINESS
a.

Quincy Farm Master Plan

Parks and Recreation Coordinator Black gave a presentation providing an overview of the
Quincy Farm Master Plan, including the Mission, Guiding Principles, and Phasing within
the plan. She asked for feedback on the broad themes within the plan, and explained it
would be helpful for the Quincy Farm Committee to know whether PTRC was on board
with the overall priorities and direction of the plan. The following summarizes the
suggestions from PTRC to QFC:
1) Pond – To elaborate on the importance of the farm pond and the Committee’s
desire to maintain it as important wildlife habitat.
2) Organization – Suggested organization for the plan was:
a. Beginning with a more detailed Vision for the Farm’s future
b. Steps to achieve that vision
c. Background section explaining status of buildings, etc. (without repeating
it in different sections)
3) Water Rights - Add water rights issues to the section after the Conservation
Easement and National Historic Register designation sections
Parks & Trails Commission
12/13/18

-1-

4) Goals – Align sections of the document with four goals of Conservation,
Education, Preservation, and Recreation and explain how steps and phasing
accomplish those goals.
5) Kitchen – Consider gathering public input on future use to determine whether and
what type of kitchen (catering, classroom) is appropriate for the Main House.
6) Consultant – PTRC encouraged using a consultant to complete the Master Plan,
especially considering how valuable a consultant was to the John Meade Park
planning process to gather input from the community.
7) Phasing – PTRC believes Quincy Farm Committee’s priorities are correct
regarding phasing for the Farm projects; would like to convey that the Committee
is on the right track with development plans.
8) Potential Partners – PTRC suggested moving the list to the Appendix and
referencing it in the body of the plan. The Commission also noted that the High
Line Canal Conservancy was accidentally left out of potential partners list and
should be added in.
Ms. Black concluded that she will bring PTRC’s suggestions back to the Quincy Farm
Committee. She will work with the Committee to determine next steps. She explained
that the Master Plan will come back to PTRC for final approval before going to City
Council.
******************************************************

Parks & Trails Commission
12/13/18

-2-

Exhibit B

QUINCY FARM MASTER PLAN
Table of Contents
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.
VIII.

Executive Summary
a. Mission
b. Vision Statement
c. Overview
d. Impact of Cat’s Gift
e. Scope of this Plan
Background
a. Introduction
b. Site History
c. The Conservation Easement
d. The Historic Designation
e. The West Side
f. The East Side
g. The Pond
Development/Implementation
a. Guiding Principles
b. Phases 1-5
c. Accessibility Considerations
Preservation Plan
a. Main House
b. Hopkins House
c. Pumphouse
d. East Side Barns
Maintenance Plan
a. Guiding Principles
b. The West Side
c. The East Side
Use and Programming
a. Guiding Principles
b. Partnerships
c. The West Side
d. The East Side
e. Pond Area
Financial Plan
Beyond the Ten-Year Master Plan
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QUINCY FARM MASTER PLAN
I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Mission of Quincy Farm
Enriching the lives of youth, adults, and families through conservation,
educational opportunities, and the experience of a historic Colorado farm in a
natural setting.
Vision Statement
Catherine H. Anderson donated Quincy Farm to the City of Cherry Hills Village for
the education and enjoyment of the public. Cat lived in her home on Quincy Farm
for over 50 years and had an abiding love for this unique property. She hoped that
through her generous gift, others would have the opportunity to experience and
appreciate the property for its unusual character, historical value, and natural
beauty.
The overarching goal of Quincy Farm is to preserve and convey the shared
heritage of our community. Visitors to the Farm will be introduced to an authentic
historical setting that includes a century-old farmhouse, preserved barns, a working
farm, gardens, and grassy pastures. They will be invited to experience this unique
place through formal classes or other kinds of guided learning, through cultural
opportunities, small events or community gatherings, and through nature walks and
opportunities for nature art and photography. Care and maintenance of this
property will be characterized by responsible stewardship, sustainable
management, and habitat conservation. It can serve as a model for the entire
community.
Overview
Quincy Farm is a rare agricultural property in the heart of residential Cherry
Hills Village. Its 17.5 acres contain an amazing variety of landscapes, including farm
buildings, a barnyard, fields, pastures, gardens, and a pond. Cat maintained her
property to maximize its potential for wildlife habitat, so its natural character has
always been one of its striking features. The physical setting and historic structures
lend themselves to uses not possible in other City parks. These new possibilities for
programming available at Quincy Farm can serve as a catalyst for the use and
enjoyment of the City’s other parks and trails.
The location of Quincy Farm affords opportunities as well. Its acreage spans the
High Line Canal, a former irrigation waterway with a popular recreational trail
running alongside as it winds its way through Cherry Hills Village and neighboring
cities. This trail is a recreational corridor and is a favorite of walkers, bicyclists, and
2
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even equestrians. The High Line Canal TrailIt is a gateway to other open spaces and
trails, and can connect Quincy Farm to additional educational and recreational
opportunities.
Ultimately, Quincy Farm will represent and recall the agricultural past of the
region. It will serve as a library for information on the history of the region and the
owners of the property, including the Hopkins and Blackmer families and the early
history of Cherry Hills Village. Looking forward, Quincy Farm may host lessons in
environmental stewardship, offer classrooms, new Pollinator and Plant Select
Gardens; wildlife cameras monitoring of nesting raptors and other wildlife;
interactive trails; vegetable gardens; opportunities and spaces for families to gather;
farm animals and the care of those animals, and much more. The educational
component of Quincy Farm is as important as the physical improvements,
preserving the history of the area from the homesteading that took place in the
1800’s to the heyday of the Pony Club in the 1960’s. Several years in the future, we
recommend expanding the master plan to include more active use of facilities on the
east side of the High Line Canal.
Members of the Quincy Farm Committee and members of the Cherry Hills Village
Parks Staff have developed this Master Plan. The Parks, Trails, and Recreation
Commission has also reviewed, provided input, and approved the plan.
Impact of Cat’s Gift
The importance of Cat’s gift cannot be overestimated. Prior to Quincy Farm, the
City did not have any other park that offered the ability to hold classes and activities
indoors. The fact that the Farm all offers opportunities for education about history
and agriculture makes it an incredible amenity. The gift of Quincy Farm to the City
coincides with national studies that demonstrate the importance of parks and open
spaces for mental and physical health and with children’s need for hands on
learning and for opportunities of unstructured play. Quincy Farm offers a chance to
develop a facility and curriculum that creates these important connections to nature
and history. Cat’s gift will enable Cherry Hills Village to offer young people and
adults rewarding learning opportunities and hands-on experiences for generations
to come.
Scope of This Plan
The Master Plan is the first of the Quincy Farm Committee’s long-range
reports. It establishes the vision, basic program ideas, character, and budgets (to
the extent that we know them) for the immediate and near-term future of Quincy
Farm. The master plan will respond to the issues identified in Resolution 10, Series
2016, and serve as a guide for programs, activities, maintenance, and future
improvements of the property. All recommendations will include the Committee’s
ideas for funding. Realization of these recommendations is contingent on securing
funding.
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This Committee also recommends that a second report follow this one as an
addendum in five to ten years. This future plan would report back on the successes
of the improvements and programs already in place, indicating what has worked
and what has not. In addition, this second report should take a closer look at the
Hopkins House and the East Side. After the City has been able to make a more
thorough assessment of buildings, grounds, and other resources, such as amount of
water available, the Committee can give a more fine-grained vision of how these
areas of the Farm are to be used for the benefit of the public.
II. BACKGROUND
Introduction
Catherine Anderson made Cherry Hills Village her home from 1964 until her
death in June 2016. During many of those years she ran a successful Pony Club
volunteering her time and talent to teach young people to ride and care for
horses. Adults who grew up in the Village and who were once Pony Club
members remember Cat as demanding, generous with her time and talent, and
inspirational. Cat practiced conservation long before it was fashionable and fostered
the wildlife habitat on her property before naturalists began to document the need
to protect habitat in order to preserve wildlife.
In 2007, Cat gave her property to the City of Cherry Hills Village with the hope
that Villagers and the general public would have the opportunity to enjoy her
property as much as she did. This gift of land was subject to a conservation
easement, two leases, and a life estate that allowed Cat to continue to reside on the
property until her death. This Conservation Easement is held by Colorado Open
Lands (“COL”), a Colorado non-profit corporation. COL is responsible for monitoring
Quincy Farm and has the right and obligation to enforce the terms of the
Conservation Easement. This easement draws attention to the property’s natural
habitat, open space, its recreational, educational, and historic value. The property is
also listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
In 2014, Cherry Hills Village City Council determined it would be helpful to
develop a preliminary visioning document for Quincy Farm during Cat Anderson’s
lifetime, so that she might “weigh in” on the document and also have the confidence
that the City would be ready to move forward with its vision when the time came.
A nine-member committee was formed and worked with consultant Mundus Bishop
to develop a report that would assess improvements necessary to accommodate
public use, provide a roadmap for programs and activities that could take place on
Quincy Farm, and outline the measures to be taken before opening the property to
the public and immediately following.
Among the Visioning Committee’s recommendations were that the City create a
governance committee for Quincy Farm and that the City create a new zoning
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category that would serve the short- and long-term land use needs of a property like
Quincy Farm. The Quincy Farm Committee was created in March 2015, through
Resolution 10. In 2016, Cherry Hills Village City Council created the new zoning
category O-2 -- Open Space, Conservation and Historic Area District. This zoning
category is consistent with and allows uses anticipated by the Conservation
Easement. In March 2017, City Council approved an application to rezone Quincy
Farm as an O-2 District. Quincy Farm is the first property with this designation in
Cherry Hills Village.
Resolution 10 creating the Quincy Farm Committee charges the Committee with
the responsibility to advise and report to the City Council on all matters related to
Quincy Farm. As part of this broad assignment, the City Council specifically directed
the Committee to: “Develop and draft a long term (10-year) master plan for the
Property for approval by the Parks, Trails, and Recreation Commission and City
Council that incorporates operations, capital costs, compliance with the governing
Conservation Easement, and the goals of the Quincy Farm Visioning Committee.”
Since its creation, the Quincy Farm Committee has met with 501(c)3
organizations, and has become familiar with the details of the conservation
easement. In May 2017, the Committee prepared a short-term management plan as
required by the Conservation Easement, which was adopted by City Council and
approved by Colorado Open Lands.
Site History
The first people to live in this area were the Arapaho and Cheyenne tribes. The
1851 Treaty of Fort Laramie formally granted them title to a large territory that
included what is now Quincy Farm. The discovery of gold in the Colorado Rockies
made the land much more valuable to settlers. The 1862 Treaty of Fort Wise ceded
nearly all the formerly granted land from the Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes to the
United States. After passing through ownership of the Union Pacific Railroad, the
parcel was deeded to the Hopkins family as a homestead in 1898. John Guthrie
Hopkins and Grace Hopkins became the first family to farm the land. They built and
lived in the white home on Quincy Avenue that is thought to be the oldest farmhouse
in Cherry Hills Village. This landmark home contributes to the Farm’s historic
designation.
The second owners were Joseph Antoine and Vilma Kadlecek who bought the
property in1920 and started a dairy. The only structure which still remains from
the Kadlecek years
Hopkins Homestead (1898-1920)
is the Hopkins
Kadlecek Dairy (1920-1933)
house. Myron K.
Myron Blackmer (1922-1951)
Blackmer
Ed Honnen (1951-1964)
purchased the
Catherine and Keith Anderson (1964-2016)
property in 1922.
He allowed the
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Kadleceks to continue to live in the white farmhouse until 1934 while he lived in a
home in Denver.
Blackmer moved to the property in 1934 after building his own home farther
back from Quincy Road and behind the Hopkins House. The Blackmer home is what
is now referred to as the Main House. Roland L. Linder, a well-known architect with
numerous landmarks to his credit, including the Denver Museum of Natural History,
built the Blackmer home. Linder also designed several other buildings on the
property to the east of the High Line Canal. Of special note was a large Craftsman
style barn. While Blackmer was living on the property, the original farmhouse was
probably occupied by the person who farmed the acreage for Blackmer.
While Blackmer lived on his property, he amassed much of the adjacent land
until he owned about 275 acres in all. Blackmer sold most of this acreage to a
consortium that had plans to subdivide it. However, he sold the acreage with the
“improvements” separately to Ed and Marnie Honnen in 1951. Ed Honnen
purchased the acreage so that he could raise horses. Eventually his operation
outgrew the available space, and he sold the property to Catherine Anderson in
1964. During her years on the Farm, Catherine Anderson (Cat) ran Cherry Creek
Pony Club out of the barns on the East side. Cat lived on the Farm until she passed
away in 2016, leaving the property to the City of Cherry Hills Village.
The Conservation Easement
Catherine Anderson worked with Sydney Macy of The Conservation Fund to
develop a conservation easement for her property that would preserve and protect
the rural and natural features that she treasured and that she wanted others to
enjoy. A conservation easement is a legal document, that is, the terms of the
easement can be legally enforced.
In the case of Quincy Farm, the stated purposed of the conservation easement is
to preserve and protect the “conservation values” of the property. Cherry Hills
Village must ensure that all proposed uses, improvements, and maintenance are
done in accordance with preserving and protecting the Conservation Values
outlined in the easement: the natural habitat, the open space, the recreation or
education value, and the historic value.
The Conservation Easement divides the property into three distinct sections. It
is helpful to discuss the property by referring to these sections.
• The West Side (west of the High Line Canal) contains the Main House
with its lawns, the Hopkins House, pastures, gardens, and a detached
garage which sits opposite the house. A wide variety of trees grow
throughout these spaces. A pair of great horned owls has been known
to use one of the trees for its nest.
• The East Side (east of the High Line Canal) has a farmhouse of about
1,200 square feet. There are three barns: the large Craftsman barn, a
horse barn and a small or “baby” barn. There is also a chicken coop in
this area.
• The third section is the Pond. It is visible from the High Line Canal,
with a bench that invites trail users to sit and observe the wildlife,
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waterfowl and other birds that the pond attracts. The pond is
connected to the High Line Canal by a headgate. It can be filled either
using High Line Canal water or well water. The pond makes the entire
property more attractive as wildlife habitat.
Because the owner of Quincy Farm also, by right, owns a portion of
the adjacent High Line Canal (subject to an easement to the Denver
Water Board), it is useful, for the purposes of maintenance, to think of
this as a possible fourth section of the Property.

Conservation Values
Quincy Farm must be managed in line with a set of “Conservation Values”, which are:
preservation uses, recreation uses, and agricultural uses.
▪ Preservation uses: “…may be used as a nature preserve, for historic
preservation and interpretation, for gardens, for private and public meetings,
gatherings and celebrations, for classes and education, for photography, painting
and other artistic endeavors, and such other uses as help to preserve the
Property and instill an appreciation and respect for the natural and human
history of the vicinity.”
▪ Recreation uses: “Low-impact recreational uses such as bird watching, hiking,
horseback riding and cross-country skiing are permitted on the Property;
bicycling is permitted only on the Canal Area of the Property.”
▪ Agricultural uses: “The Property may be used for agricultural purposes, subject
to the limitations in this Easement. All agricultural uses shall be conducted using
stewardship and management methods that preserve the natural resources upon
which agriculture is based.”

The Historic Designation
Quincy Farm was listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 2007. This
designation is important in its own right because it affirms the historic importance
of the Farm; it is also important because it qualifies Quincy Farm to apply for grants
from the State Historical Fund. The Farm is listed as a historic district with a period
of significance of 1898 and1934- 1951, and the significant dates of 1898 and 1934.
The property’s 17.556 acres contains the buildings and barnyard associated with
the original 275-acre Myron Kerr Blackmer farm.
Of the 9 buildings, 7 contribute to the historic designation and two are identified
as non-contributing. The contributing buildings include the Hopkins House (1898),
which is the oldest intact farm house remaining in Cherry Hills Village, and the
Blackmer/Honnen/Anderson House (1934) originally built for Myron K. Blackmer.
On the East Side, contributing buildings include Big Barn (1934), Baby Barn (1934),
Horse Stalls (1934) and Chicken Coop (1934). The Pumphouse (1934) is the final
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contributing building. The Pond, though not a building, is also listed as a
contributing feature to the historic designation.
Failing to follow the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Buildings when completing work on any of the “contributing” structures
will jeopardize the historic designation.
On the West side, the only structure that is non-contributing and, therefore, may
be altered without consequence, is the 700-square-foot garage. On the East side, the
farmhouse is non-contributing because it was originally built to serve as a barn. The
original structure was altered significantly under a previous owner before the
historic designation was awarded.
The West Side
The West Side is approximately 12 acres. It contains the Hopkins House, Main
House, Garage, and expansive lawns and garden with views to the west that offer up
a panorama of the Rocky Mountains. The primary entrance into the West area is on
the north side of the property from Quincy Avenue immediately west of the High
Line Canal trail. The entry drive passes by the Hopkins House and leads to a circle
drive in front of the Main House. The High Line Canal provides a pedestrian,
equestrian, and bicycle access from the north and south. A pedestrian path connects
the entry drive and the High Line Canal trail. The west pasture was used for horses
during the Honnen and Anderson periods, and the Conservation Easement allows
for pasture animals there.
A sculpture by Denver artist Robert Mangold, a well-known area artist and art
teacher at the University of Denver, sits on the south edge of the lawn. The lawn of
the Main House lends itself to plein air painting, family gatherings, small community
events, photography and art classes.
The East Side
The East Side is approximately five acres. It contains the Farm House, the Big
Barn, the Horse Barn, the Small (or Baby) Barn, and a Chicken Coop. The vehicle
access to the East Side is a driveway immediately east of the High Line Canal.
Pedestrians, equestrians, and bicycles can access the East Side by way of a narrow
footbridge from the Canal trail.
The Pond
The pond is located south of the West Side of Quincy Farm and just west of the
High Line Canal. The Pond can be filled with High Line Canal water by opening a
gate near the boundary with Kent Denver School. However, for the most part, the
Pond’s water currently comes from a deep well submersible pump that draws water
from the Arapahoe Sands and Laramie Fox Hills aquifers. The well is permitted and
has relatively senior water rights.
A head gate connects the Pond to the High Line Canal and to a system of lateral
ditches and diversion structures from 1934 which are mostly operational. A
centrifugal pump located in a pump house on the north side of the Pond is
connected to a sprinkler irrigation system that provides water to the grasses in the
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West Side. The centrifugal pump has been maintained and is in good condition. The
Pump House itself (adjacent to the Pond) is in poor condition.
The Pond is a valuable aesthetic and wildlife-supporting asset. The Pond
provides food, shelter, and breeding grounds for amphibians, reptiles, mammals,
and birds, including waterfowl, shorebirds, hawks, and other migratory species.
Red Tail Hawks and other birds nest in the surrounding trees.
III.

DEVELOPMENT/IMPLEMENTATION

Guiding Principles: Development
1. Quincy Farm should serve as a model of sustainability and conservation
within Cherry Hills Village.
2. Any physical work on the Hopkins House must follow the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Buildings (as required by
the Conservation Easement).
3. For other contributing structures on the property, changes or improvements
should endeavor to follow the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Buildings.
4. When renovating non-contributing buildings on the property, sustainable
measures such as rain barrels, solar, etc. should be explored and
implemented whenever economically feasible.

Site map showing existing conditions, buildings, and access
Site map/concept map with planned features
Concept map should show:
• Historic buildings/resources
• Access points
• Parking
• Nature trail
• Reconstructed Activity Center
• Demonstration garden
• Orchard
Phases
The Quincy Farm Committee is presenting its recommendations for
implementation of programming and public access to the Property in phases. Under
the existing leases, the Hopkins house and the East Side are not available for
improvements or use until the leases expire (2022, at the earliest). Further, because
Quincy Farm formally served as a private family farm, it was not built to
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accommodate public use. Modifications and planning for access and parking must
be completed in order to program the Farm.
The Committee would also like to acknowledge that this Master Plan is a set of
possibilities and guidelines. The following recommendations are just that:
recommendations. Some of these ideas may be sidelined, altered, or expanded
based on the availability of resources or the immediacy of needs.
Already Completed
*Nature Trail –
Description/Assessment: The Committee determined that a Nature Trail through
the pastures on the West Side of the Property would be a way to give the public
access to Quincy Farm and also provide a means of seeing and experiencing some of
its unique distinguishing features. Colorado Open Lands approved this addition and
recommended keeping the path a natural as possible. Educational signs, benches,
and other interactive features are installed at various points along the trail. The
signs provide education about the tree canopy, local wildlife, and the mountain vista
from the west side of the pastures. A Pair of Great Horned Owls routinely nest in a
tree in one of the pastures. During the egg incubation period and while the chicks
fledge, the Nature Trail may have a seasonal route change to avoid disturbing the
birds.
Actual Cost: $10,000
Funding Source: Grant from the Cherry Hills Land Preserve
Completion: August 2018
* Plant Select and Pollinator Gardens –
Description/Assessment: The Committee recommends fostering appreciation
of nature and open space whenever possible. Therefore, 2017 additions have
included a Plant Select Garden and two Pollinator Gardens on the West side. These
changes have been approved by Colorado Open Lands in accordance with the
Conservation Easement. The Pollinator Gardens were designed by The Butterfly
Pavilion. Signs provide information about Plant Select plants and types of insects
and bees that visit the pollinator gardens, encouraging visitors to learn more. Some
of the plants used in these gardens are: Texas Red Yucca, Chocolate flower, Blonde
Ambition Blue Grama Grass, and Allegheny Viburnum.
Actual Cost: $10,000
Funding Source: Grant from the Cherry Hills Land Preserve
Completion: Summer 2018
*Archaeological Assessment
Description/Assessment: An archaeological assessment was undertaken of Quincy
Farm by Metcalf Archeology. Because Quincy Farm is designated as a historic
district, it was important to complete an initial archaeological assessment prior to
underground work being completed. Only two artifacts of minimal significance
were uncovered: a piece of plain whiteware and a corroded nail. No significant areas
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of concern were identified that create an issue for the future installation of the
sewer and irrigation. However, work will still need to be paused if artifacts are
discovered during those projects.
Actual Cost: $9,916
Funding Source: State Historical Fund
Completion: Grant was closed out in October 2018
*Open House
An Open House was held on August 25th, 2018 to share the Nature Trail and Gardens
with the community for the first time. In preparation for this day and future visitors
to the Farm, various minor improvements were made. Specifically, a bike rack was
installed on the West Side of the Farm adjacent to access from the High Line Canal
Trail. Although the Conservation Easement expressly forbids riding bicycles on the
property, many visitors who arrive via the Canal will be cyclists who will need a
convenient and secure location to park their bicycles while they enjoy programs and
classes. An accessible parking space was also designated outside the Main House.
Phase I
*Irrigation
Description/Assessment: The water for irrigating the Property’s varied
trees and preserving its tree canopy had traditionally come from the Pond and
the High Line Canal. The City applied for and received a grant from Arapahoe
County Open Spaces in 2017 to replace the aging irrigation system at Quincy
Farm. The new system will be able to provide water to the trees and pastures
more effectively and ensure their continued health. Quotes for the installation
were received in September 2018 and are currently being evaluated.
Estimated Cost: $187,800
Funding Source: Arapahoe County Open Space Grant ($187,800; $77,200
cash match from the city)
Completion: Winter 2018-19
*Connect to City Sewer –
Description/Assessment: The Main House and the Hopkins house are on
an antiquated septic system. While this served two family homes well, it will not
be adequate for a facility that serves the public.
Cost: Approximately $77,000
Funding Source: City of CHV
Completion: Winter 2018-19
*Create Access from the High Line Canal Trail
Description/Assessment: Many visitors to Quincy Farm will arrive via the
High Line Canal Trail. Because access needs to be limited to certain hours and days,
a gate needs to be installed at the end of the existing pathway to replace the rope
that currently extends across the pathway. A mechanized gate is the best solution
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because it can be programmed to open and close at specific times. The City should
explore regrading and widening this pathway in order to accommodate strollers and
wheelchairs, or relocating it farther to the south. Access from the bike path on
Quincy Avenue does not have any stairs or slopes, so this serves as an alternate form
of access until this work can be completed. The City is also working with tenants to
provide signing and barriers to ensure visitors access the proper areas of the Farm.
Estimated Cost: $2,000
Funding Source(s): City of CHV
Projected Completion Date: Spring 2019
*Pond
Description/Assessment: The Pond is a defining feature of Quincy Farm and
provides an ecologically rich habitat. It provides food, shelter, and breeding
grounds for amphibians, reptiles, small mammals, and many birds, including
waterfowl, shorebirds, hawks, and neo-tropical birds that are migrating. It is also a
home to minnows and possibly other types of fish. Due to the fragility of the
embankment and to the pond’s importance as a wildlife habitat, access to the Pond
will continue to be restricted until modifications are made and protections to
wildlife are implemented.
Because of its value as habitat and as a defining feature, the City of Cherry
Hills Village plans to look into solutions to the pond’s current engineering, water,
and financial challenges in order for it to exist in perpetuity. The City is conducting
an analysis of the dam around the pond beginning winter 2018. This analysis will
inform staff about the structure of the dam and possible future work that can be (or
must be) undertaken to maintain the dam and improve the health of the pond.
Estimated Costs:
Dam Investigation: $25,000 (Winter 2018-2019)
Funding: City of Cherry Hills Village
Future Steps:
Bank Stabilization: $75,000
Dredging: $100,000
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*Beekeeping
The West Side is particularly suited for apiculture (beekeeping). Quincy Farm
should partner with The Butterfly Pavilion to help establish programming to
educate the public about pollinators and help develop habitat that attracts the
insects so important to our food supply. In Winter 2018, City Council will consider a
Contract for Services with the Butterfly Pavilion to establish and care for a beehive
at Quincy Farm for April 2019.
Annual Costs: $3,000 when maintenance and hive is provided by the
Butterfly Pavilion
Funding Source: City of Cherry Hills Village
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Phase 2 – West Side Buildings
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*Garage Transforms to Nature Center
Description/Assessment: Both the Conservation Easement and the historic
designation allow for the garage to be completely renovated, provided any new
building does not exceed the original 700 square feet. The main needs identified for
this structure during its inspection were maintenance to the roof, gutters, and paint.
The recommendation is to transform this building into an activity center with
restrooms that are accessible from the outside, so that Nature Trail users can also
have access. The renovation design will be in keeping with the exterior style of the
main house such that it blends in with the rest of the buildings on the property. The
design will be for an indoor/outdoor space. Renovation needs to include bringing
water and other utilities to the building including public restrooms and for a utility
sink in the activity room that can be used for cleanup. The planned sewer design
includes a stub-out to the garage for this future use.
One idea is to maintain the form of a garage by having large doors that can be
opened to the outside. Installation of solar panels will also be explored during the
design phase, in keeping with the goals of lessening the building’s environmental
impact and promoting its sustainability. Mock ups of possible ideas were available
at the Quincy Farm Open House.
Estimated Cost: unknown at this time
Funding Source(s): Great Outdoors Colorado – Local Park and Outdoor
Recreation grants (up to $350,000 per project), City of Cherry Hills Village
Projected Completion Date: 2020-2021
*Main House
Description/Assessment: The exterior siding of the Main House needs
repair/replacement and re-painting. City staff worked with a number of contractors
to acquire quotes to repaint the Main House; all contractors determined the siding
should be replaced entirely rather than repainted. This project is tentatively
planned for 2019.
Estimated Cost: $50,000
Funding Source: City of CHV (included in 2019 budget)
Projected Completion Date: 2019-2020
Description/Assessment: The Main House must be assessed to determine what
elements of the house are historic and should be preserved, and what could be
modified or updated for the new use of the building. A Historic Structure
Assessment should be conducted by a qualified historic architect. Whether or not a
grant will be used for this project will be determined once quotes are acquired for
the cost of the assessment.
Estimated Cost: $10,000-$15,000
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Funding Source: State Historical Fund grant (noncompetitive; rolling
application deadline) or city-funded
Projected Completion Date: 2019
*Parking on West Side
Quincy Farm’s West Side has limited parking. The Conservation Easement
restricts expanding the property’s paved area, which is a functional limitation for
programming decisions. Visitors can park in the designated accessible space or
along the driveway. There is room for approximately 8-10 cars to park along the
driveway. Parking solutions for future programming plans will be determined as
needed. Future additional options include offsite parking. Accessible spaces will be
added to the East side when the City has access to that section. Visitors will be
encouraged to access the West Side on foot through the front gate or from the High
Line Canal. Quincy Farm parking is available only for users of Quincy Farm, and is
not for use as a trailhead for the High Line Canal.
Phase 3 – Main House Rehabilitation and Garden Installation
*Main House on West Side
The Committee believes the Main House should be preserved. Because the
Main House will have a new use, rehabilitation for it is recommended. A modern
kitchen should be installed in place of the existing kitchen to be used for group
cooking classes or for catering.
San Engineering evaluated the home’s structural condition in 2016. Their
report notes that, “cracks in the foundation and drywall are commensurate with—if
not less than—what would normally be exhibited on similar structures of this age.”
The report concludes with, “we draw a reasonable measure of confidence. . . that the
building is adequate for continued use and occupancy.”
A.G. Wassenaar, Inc. was retained in 2016, to provide lead and asbestos
surveys and future use recommendations. Their report concludes that the residence
is generally safe for public use. Although asbestos-containing materials do exist,
they are primarily in the basement. The report recommends that, “if public access
to the home is anticipated. . . the asbestos-containing materials identified in the
home be maintained in good condition. AGW further recommends that “the general
public not be allowed in the basement. ” [I]f the TSI materials are not removed and
if public access to the upper floor of the home is anticipated, “Cherry Hills Village
may want to consider performing ambient asbestos air sampling to ensure that
asbestos fibers are not impacting the air quality.” These reports indicate the Main
House can be used for meetings and classes at the current time. Uses may have to
be modified once construction begins.
Estimated Cost:
For kitchen remodel: to be determined.
Other: Other renovations will be determined following the Historic
Structure Assessment planned to take place in 2019
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Funding Source(s): State Historical Fund grant, up to $200,000 per project;
City of Cherry Hills Village
Projected Completion Date: 2020-2021
*Demonstration Garden
Description/Assessment: A Demonstration Garden is planned in addition to
the Plant Select and Pollinator Gardens. This garden will not be a traditional
community garden with plots, but rather one maintained by the City with
opportunities for community members or young people to volunteer to develop and
maintain it. Different themes could be explored in different years, such as a World
War II Victory Garden or a pioneer garden or a Native American-influenced garden
(with crops like corn, beans, squash, and tomatoes) an heirloom variety garden, or a
canning garden (with crops such as cucumbers, beans, carrots, and beets). This
garden will be located on the West side of the farm at first and later could be
transferred to the East Side of the farm following the end of the existing lease.
Estimated Cost: $10,000
Funding Source: City of CHV
Completion Date: 2020-2021
Phase 4 – Beyond 2022
*Hopkins House
.
The Hopkins House will be used to educate the public about wildlife in the
area and the history of the area, Cherry Hills Village, and Quincy Farm. Docent-led
tours of the Hopkins House will further educate visitors. It is anticipated that the
Hopkins House will be restored to its appearance when it was originally built. (See
the Preservation Plan for more details about the historic treatment planned for the
Hopkins House.) A Historic Structure Assessment by a qualified contractor will be
the first step to determine future work.
Estimated Cost: to be determined
*Farm House on East Side
The Farm House on Quincy Farm’s East Side was converted from what was a
horse stable. It is a single-family residence, and is approximately 1,180 square feet.
Because it was converted from its original use, it is not considered a contributing
building to Quincy Farm’s historic designation. This means it can be adapted or
updated without affecting this designation. Following the termination of the lease
on the East Side, the house will continue to be used as a caretaker residence. This
will make it possible to have an on-site residence for the person who oversees the
care of any animals housed on the East Side. It will be remodeled and updated to
make it accessible and appropriate for this use. The building’s exterior will conform
to the exteriors of the surrounding historic structures (i.e., the barns).
Unlike the other two homes on the property, the Farm House is already connected
to the sewer system, so septic is not a concern for this building. However,
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renovation or remodel to adapt the space will likely require licensed asbestos
abatement contractors. Within the Farm House, AGW recommended that “…if the
walls or ceilings located in the downstairs bedroom, bathroom and closet addition
or the roofing materials are to be impacted by maintenance, remodel or demolition
activities, they should first be abated by a licensed asbestos abatement contractor.”
Estimated Cost: to be determined
*Barns on East Side
Minor changes may need to be made to the interiors of the barns on the East
Side in order to safely house the farm animals that will live there. Currently, the
barn spaces are used to house horses. However, the barns and corrals could be
modified to house a number of animals including horses, sheep, cows, pigs, and
goats. Chickens have been raised on the East Side for many years.
The space between the Farm House and the barns is a flexible area that can be
used for events and programming, such as a farmer’s market, school groups, adult
groups, and demonstrations of farm chores, farrier work, or sheep shearing. More
space for parking is also available on the East side of the Farm.
Estimated Cost: To be determined.
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*Orchard
Description/Assessment: Aerial photographs of Quincy Farm from the
1930’s and 1940’s show what appears to be an orchard located on the East Side of
the property. The Quincy Farm Committee recommends replanting an orchard at
this location or another location on the farm. By planting historic and heirloom tree
varieties, visitors could gain an education about what fruit trees were typically
grown in Colorado in the past.
The Committee acknowledges that this project would require a fair amount of
water and land space. If it appears that water will be severely limited in the future,
or if it is determined that there will be a Pony Club started on Quincy Farm and that
it needs space on the East Side, then the Orchard project should not go forward.
Estimated Cost: to be determined if the project goes forward

Accessibility Considerations for Future Development
The Americans with Disabilities Act seeks to provide, where “readily
achievable” equal access for all persons regardless of physical impairment.
Accessibility relates to the elimination of barriers for the mobility impaired through
ramps and elevators. Historic sites and outdoor interpretative sites have a
challenging task to preserve historic integrity while providing reasonable access.
The Main House is accessible using a combination of a lift and a ramp on the
East side of the home (through the kitchen door). The majority of the first floor is
accessible, but the living room is on a lower level. A temporary ramp may be able to
be used to provide access to this room, and another would be necessary to access
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the sunroom as well without having to exit and re-enter the building. Experts in
accessibility and historic homes should be consulted.
Initially the upstairs and basement will be inaccessible to all visitors. The first floor
has a unisex bathroom, and future renovations should consider ADA compliant
design when it does not conflict with the historic integrity of the home.
ADA requirements apply to buildings, but do not apply to outdoor trails.
However, staff believes it is important for the Nature Trail to be accessible to as
many people as possible. The U.S. Forest Service has developed a set of accessibility
guidelines to maximize accessibility while recognizing the unique characteristics of
natural settings. Staff should use the Forest Service Trail Accessibility Guidelines as
a guide while maintaining the Nature Trail.
IV.

PRESERVATION PLAN

This section more specifically addresses recommended treatments for each historic
building on the property. It should be updated as Historic Structural Assessments
are completed on the buildings.
*Main House – Rehabilitation
The Main House was built in 1934. It was designed for Myron Blackmer by
architect Roland L Linder. The house is a two-story Colonial Revival style home of
approximately 3,600 square feet with a hipped main roof section with cross gables
and gabled dormers. On the south side of the house is a large one-story sunroom
with a shed roof and multi-pane windows that is a later addition. The rear west side
has a one-story addition with a shed roof and large windows with vertical panes
added in February 1965 and designed by architect Charles Sink. The addition has a
bedroom and the enlargement of an existing study. On the north end of the house is
a one-story addition for Myron’s mother known as Mother Blackmer’s room. This
replaced an original sleeping porch.
The Committee believes that the Blackmer-Honnen-Anderson house should be
preserved. Because the Main Residence is planned for a new use (no longer a
residence), Rehabilitation is the recommended treatment. The exterior should be
maintained true to the 1930’s/Blackmer period. The Committee is in favor of
removing later additions to the house, but prefers to maintain the sunroom intact.
Although it is a newer addition, the Committee believes the sunroom can be used for
nature studies. A modern kitchen should be installed in place of the existing kitchen,
to be used for group cooking classes.
San Engineering was retained in 2016 to evaluate the structural condition of the
Main Residence. Their report observes that “cracks in the foundation and drywall
are commensurate with – if not less than – what would normally be exhibited on
similar structures of this age.” The report concludes that “we draw a reasonable
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measure of confidence and conclude that the building is adequate for continued use
and occupancy”.
A.G. Wassenaar, Inc. was retained in 2016 to provide lead and asbestos surveys and
future use recommendations. The report concludes that the residence is generally
safe for public use, although asbestos-containing materials exist primarily in the
basement. The report recommends that “if public access to the home is
anticipated…the asbestos materials identified in the home be maintained in good
condition. AGW recommends that the general public not be allowed in the
basement, if TSI materials are to remain.... If public access to the upper floor of the
home [is] anticipated, Cherry Hills Village may want to consider performing ambient
asbestos air sampling to ensure that asbestos fibers are not impacting the air
quality.”
*Hopkins House – Restoration
The Hopkins House is highly visible from Quincy Avenue, and has
become an area landmark. The architectural style of the Hopkins House is a High
Classic Cottage which is a subtype of the Classic Cottage style. The turn-of-century
rectangular plan house is typical of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century
High Style in that it has multiple dormers creating a one and one-half story house, a
Palladian style dormer window, two bay windows, red brick walls with a belt course
and foundations, window sill and lintels of rock faced stone James C. and Grace M.
Hopkins built this circa-1898 house. It is the oldest, most intact farmhouse
remaining in Cherry Hills Village. The Hopkins House retains many original
architectural features. The interior and the exterior of the house are both in
generally good condition considering its age. As the Conservation Easement
requires, all work done on the Hopkins House must comply with the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Buildings. However, the
Conservation Easement does not require a specific treatment. At this time, it is
anticipated that the Hopkins House will be restored to its appearance when it was
originally built. A Historic Structure Assessment should be conducted to determine
the period of significance that is most appropriate.
*Pump House – Restoration
The Pump House is currently in poor condition. Fortunately, it is not a
highly visible building on the property. The Committee recommends the Pump
House be restored to its original 1930’s appearance. The chief purpose of this
restoration is to make certain it fulfills its function in relation to the Pond.
*Barns on East Side
The buildings east of the High Line Canal were all designed by Robert
L. Linder in 1934 to accompany the Main House. The farmhouse on the East Side
was originally a horse stable with four stalls and wood plank floors over concrete.
Ed Honnen converted the horse stable into a one and one-half story house. East of
the house is an unaltered baby barn that originally had four stalls for milking, a loft,
and a feed bin. A milk house that stored milk for delivery to the dairy’s customers
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was located in the northwest corner of the barn. A linear building located south of
the baby barn was originally constructed as a machine shed and was later converted
into horse stalls. On the south side of the yard is a large Craftsman style barn with
wide overhanging eaves and exposed rafters. This large barn is protected by the
Conservation Easement. A sign that reads “Quincy Farm” is located above the barn’s
north (front) door and on the west side of the interior is a room that was originally
an apartment for farm help but is currently used as a tack room.
San Engineering evaluated the structural condition of the buildings in
the East Area. The reports dated November 25, 2016, recommend relatively minor
repairs and retrofits to structures on the East Side, including repairs of wall studs
and the entry canopy of the large Craftsman style Barn, the roof rafters of the Horse
Barn, and the exterior stairs of the Small Barn. Trace amounts of asbestos were also
found in areas of the Horse Barn. A.G. Wassenaar did not identify asbestos within
the other two barns.
AGW did identify lead-based paint in the exterior walls, doors, and window
components of the Horse Barn, Large Barn, and Small Barn. However, the report
concludes that “(t)he painted, stained and/or varnished surfaces analyzed for leadbased paint were in good condition at the time of the survey. Due to the condition of
the areas surveyed that do contain LBP, there are no known LBP hazards as of the
date of the survey and in the areas tested.”
No specific treatments are recommended for the barns at this time.
V.

MAINTENANCE PLAN

Guiding Principles: Maintenance
(Whenever possible and economically feasible:)
1.) Avoid use of chemical herbicides and pesticides to the extent possible.
2.) Maintain Quincy Farm in such a way that the natural habitat is enhanced.
3.) Conserve water through responsible use and maintenance of irrigation
systems needed to maintain plant health.
4.) Utilize renewable energy through solar and/or wind programs.
5.) Maintenance on the Hopkins House must follow the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Buildings (as required by
the Conservation Easement).
6.) Maintenance work on other contributing structures should endeavor to
follow the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Buildings.
The West Side
Nature Trail
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The nature trail is a four-foot wide trail that extends for approximately onehalf mile. It is delineated by mowing it shorter than the surround fields. During
warm months, it will require regular mowing. Should it become necessary, a small
edging such as 4x4’s or a low fence could be installed on either side of the trail.
However, the recommendation from Colorado Open Lands (who approved the trail’s
installation) was to keep the path as natural as possible. From a city maintenance
perspective, this is also ideal.
Trail signs are comprised of durable materials and have waterproof encasing
for the messaging contained inside. These signs should not need to be repaired or
replaced for the foreseeable future. The printed inserts will need to be replaced
seasonally to avoid fading and to maintain interest about the trail.
A pair of Great Horned Owls routinely nest a tree in the northwest pasture.
Great Horned Owls typically nest beginning in January or February. Eggs incubate
between 30-37 days, and it takes approximately six to seven weeks for chicks to
fledge. Depending on the location of the nest each year, the Nature Trail may have a
seasonal route change to avoid disturbing the owls. Parks staff will monitor the nest
and make adjustments when the owls move into their nest for the year. The
Audubon Society can be contacted to determine an appropriate distance away to
temporarily relocate the Nature Trail.
Pastures
The pastures on the West Side will be mowed as
high as possible with the equipment the City
Currently owns. The purchase of a mower (or an
attachment) that can be adjusted to mow higher
should be considered within the next two years. An
aerator would also be beneficial to pasture health,
and the cost could be shared with the general Parks
budget for use in other areas of the city as well.

Resources for Pasture
Management:
The Butterfly Pavilion’s Urban
Prairies Project

Colorado State University
Extension Office
High Plains Environmental
Center for Prairie Restoration

Fences
The City will maintain the fences consistent with their original condition and
character as stipulated by the conservation easement. The rails consist of hard
wood and will be ordered in bulk and stored for ongoing replacement.
Trees
Quincy Farm contains a unique variety of tree species, including white andred
oak, elm, pine, apple, plum, and apricot trees. The Parks Division has two certified
arborists on staff to care for the many trees at Quincy Farm. The Division contracts
with a tree care service each year (Davey Tree Experts in 2018) to provide any
services that are beyond what staff can provide. The city will follow its adopted
policies for tree preservation, including irrigation and fertilization.
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Bluegrass Lawn
The bluegrass lawn requires regular mowing during warm months. Parks
Division staff will follow existing city policy on weed control, fertilization, and
animal and insect pests, in order to preserve productivity and prevent erosion of
soil and minimize invasive species. Staff is already working with Dr. Whitney
Cranshaw of CSU to use Quincy Farm as a test site for a new, experimental biological
control of Japanese Beetles. In general, the City will consult with Colorado State
University and other relevant entities for the latest updates about turf maintenance.
Gardens
All landscape practices at Quincy Farm shall be according to current research
or best management practices provided by the following horticultural
organizations: Colorado State University Extension, Denver Rose Society, Natural
Resource Conservation Service, and others, and in accordance with the terms of the
Conservation Easement.
Main House
The main house will be regularly checked by the city’s Facilities Maintenance
Worker to make certain all systems are functioning as they should. It will be
cleaned as needed. Groups making use of the downstairs meeting rooms will be
expected to leave the house as they found it to minimize extra cleaning costs.
Hopkins House
Until the lease that governs the Hopkins House expires, the maintenance
of the house is subject to the lease. The Lease Agreement makes Tenant 2
responsible for routine maintenance of the Leased Premises. Tenant 2 is also
responsible for repair and maintenance of the furnace, hot water heater, air
conditioner, stove, refrigerator, and all other appliances. Tenant 2 pays all utilities
furnished to the Hopkins House.
The East Side
According to the lease agreement that covers the East Side of Quincy Farm,
Tenant 1 will provide routine maintenance, agricultural maintenance (including
upkeep of landscaping and ditches) care of animals on the East Side, irrigation,
general cleaning and upkeep of the East Side’s “Auxiliary Structures” (i.e. the barns).
Upkeep, according to the lease, is governed by the standards of good upkeep and by
what is seasonally appropriate. Tenant 1 also pays all utilities provided to the
Leased Premises (East Side). It is the City’s responsibility to keep in good condition
and repair structural components, including walls, floors, ceilings, roofs, sewer
connections, plumbing and wiring, and appliances.
Long term, the Committee recommends that a caretaker live in the farmhouse
on the East Side and assume the caretaking role Tenant I currently fills both
maintaining the property and barns and caring for and feeding the farm animals.
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Pond
According to the Pond Assessment, the pond fills with silt and decaying organic
matter on an ongoing basis. Further, the water in the pond has become salinized
and is not optimal for irrigating the rest of the property. These conditions also have
an impact on the pond and immediate surrounding’s suitability as wildlife habitat.
The City plans to undertake an engineering study of the embankment and dam in
2018. Improvements to the pond and dam may be made following the results of that
study.
A new configuration of the pond may need to be considered in order to maintain
cleaner water and keep silt and decayed matter from collecting, and to improve
water quality for irrigation The Village may seek grants from several organizations
to offset what would likely be a large one-time construction expense.
VI.

USE AND PROGRAMMING

Guiding Principles: Programming
1. Programming should conform to Cat’s vision for her property as described in
the Conservation Easement.
2. Quincy Farm classes and programs should be marketed to areas and districts
surrounding CHV, as well as those that exist within the Village.
3. Educational programs involving children should not give preference to any
particular group or institution.
In 2019, no programming will be planned for the Main House while the
infrastructure work is being completed. Staff and the Quincy Farm Committee can
re-evaluate in Fall 2019 to determine whether the space will be ready for use in
2020. To determine future programming, when requests for programming are
made:
1) Staff should evaluate requests against the Farm’s mission statement,
preservation uses, and Guiding Principles.
2) Staff should update the Quincy Farm Committee on all requests received and
whether they were scheduled or denied at each regular Committee meeting.
Partnerships
Establishing partnerships will be critical to the long-term success of Quincy
Farm whether for needed improvements to buildings and other features or for the
implementation of programs. We are fortunate in that we live in a metropolitan
area with established non-profits and other organizations willing to lend expertise,
training, and support to others at little or no cost. In light of this, the Quincy Farm
Committee has had discussions with Kent Denver School, Wildlife Protection
Solutions, and the Colorado Butterfly Pavilion. Of special note has been the
potential for a partnership with the Cherry Hills Land Preserve, a local organization
which supports natural open space and which has a successful history of raising
funds in Cherry Hills Village. This non-profit has indicated a willingness to partner
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with Quincy Farm to provide programming, to fundraise for educational and
recreational programs, or to cover capital costs.
West Side
Garage/Nature Center
Renovation of the garage is a priority, because this will help jump start the
educational and nature programs for children. The Nature Center can be made into
a welcoming space with walls, tables, and a floor that stand up to active use and will
readily accommodate creative exploration related to agriculture, art, and nature
(such as making leaf prints or working with clay or paints). The design of the
Nature Center should take advantage of the use of indoor/outdoor space and be able
to open to the outdoors during good weather.
The Nature Center will include signs about plants and animals on the farm.
Partnering with Wildlife Protection Solutions could make it possible to set up a
screen with wildlife camera photos or video of the nesting owls or other wildlife on
the property within the Center. A trial summer camp program was held for a week
with Kent Denver school in June 2017. This kind of partnership can be expanded to
include other schools and non-profit organizations.
Main House
The Committee recommends that the Anderson House be used as a meeting
and event space and information resource for land conservation, nature study, and
local historical information. The first floor of the Main House will contain
information about nature, as well as the history of Quincy Farm and the area, from
homesteading in the 1800’s to the Blackmer period in the 1930’s to the Cherry
Creek Pony Club (Cat’s name for her Pony Club).
The first level of the Main House can be used to host conservation, historical,
horticultural, agricultural, and other similar educational activities. The main rooms
downstairs will be made available for reservation for public and private meetings
relating to land and nature conservation, historic preservation, and artistic
endeavors. This programming will focus on families and/or adults.
There will also be space for an office for the caretaker of the property in this
building, so that the caretaker can be accessible during events and have a space
outside of their home to perform administrative work.
Once the kitchen of the Main House is renovated, it will have the capacity to
house cooking classes, canning demonstrations, farm-to-table food preparation, and
butter and ice cream making, as well as serving as the kitchen for gatherings that
take place in the house or on the lawn in the summer.
Nature Trail and Lawn
The Main House Lawn is a large open area of Kentucky blue grass. During
warm months, numerous group activities relating to conservation and appreciation
of nature, art, and agriculture can take place in the area. Some suggestions that
came from residents during the open house were: star gazing, an ice cream social,
and family picnics. These sorts of activities and uses will be planned with City staff
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and members of the Parks, Trails, and Recreation Commission. The City may
collaborate with education institutions and similar organizations to make classroom
and outdoor space available for photography, painting, bird watching, gardening,
and other educational uses focused on nature and history of the area. Potential
partners include museums, farming organizations, 4-H and other governmentsupported organizations with a rural or historical focus.
Hopkins House
The Hopkins House should be restored to its early historical appearance.
Following restoration, docent-led tours of the Hopkins House could be provided to
educate visitors about the history of Quincy Farm and Cherry Hills Village. A more
detailed plan for the use of the Hopkins House will be developed when the Lease
ends.
Art
Cat specifically included art and art programming in her Conservation Easement,
noting the Farm could be used for photography, painting, and other artistic
endeavors. The property is already home to a large sculpture by Robert Mangold,
located on the Main House lawn. The Cherry Hills Village Art Commission will be a
valuable resource for the possible installation of additional sculptures or art both
outside and within the buildings. Future art programming will also be coordinated
with the CHV Art Commission.
East Side
Farm Center
A more detailed plan for the use of the East Side as a model farm will be
developed when the Lease ends. The city will gather community input to inform
how to program the East Side.
Agriculture
A demonstration garden is planned for installation that is not a traditional
community garden with plots, but one maintained by the City with opportunities for
community members to volunteer. The Committee is also considering establishing
an orchard on the East Side which features historic or heirloom varieties of trees.
The plan to establish an orchard may depend on whether a Pony Club is established
on the East Side and the amount of space required for this.
A more detailed Use Plan will be developed for the East Side in the future; here are
initial ideas from the Quincy Farm Committee to begin that discussion at that point.
Farm house as caretaker house
The farm house on the East side will be used as a caretaker house for the property in
the future. The building does not contribute to the historic designation; it was
originally built as a horse stable and was converted to its current status as a home.
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The caretaker should have a 2-3-year tenure; the position will be set as a fellowship
or rotating position. The caretaker is recommended to be a recent graduate of a
program related to Quincy Farm’s mission, including agriculture, art, history, etc.
This individual will care for the animals and be the ‘eyes on the property’.
Animals/Barns, stable, and chicken coop
When the existing residential leases expire, the East Area buildings offer the
opportunity to house a variety of farm animals. The Quincy Farm Committee
recommends animals be a part of the Farm’s programming on the East side. These
may include horses, sheep, goats, and miniature cattle. Final decisions will be made
following assessments of the various farm buildings and their appropriateness for
different livestock. However, donated animals should not be accepted at Quincy
Farm.
Chickens in particular are recommended for the property. They have lower care
needs than larger animals and provide an accessible way to quickly activate the
agricultural programming at the Farm. There is an existing coop that can be used
for this purpose.
Once animals are located on the Farm, costs of maintenance will increase. According
to Four Mile Park, their Livestock Program (consisting of 4 horses, 3 goats, 5
chickens, and 1 rooster) costs exceed $15,000.00 per year for feed, care, and
veterinary expenses. Cherry Hills Village should take these costs into account (plus
the possible costs of preparing the existing barns) prior to beginning a livestock
program.

Pond Area
Due to the fragility of the century-old embankment and the wildlife habitat, access
by pedestrians to the Pond may continue to be restricted until modifications are
made and protections implemented to assure the preservation of the current
wildlife habitat.

Potential Partners
17 Mile House Historic Farm
4 Mile House Historic Park
4-H
Arapahoe County Fairgrounds
Butterfly Pavilion
Cherry Creek School District
Cherry Creek Valley Historical Society
Cherry Hills Land Preserve
Colorado Historical Society
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Colorado State University Extension Office
Delaney Farm in Aurora
Future Farmers of America
Kent Denver School
Littleton History Museum
Master Gardeners
Rocky Mountain Bee Keepers
St. Mary’s Academy
The Denver Botanical Gardens
Timberline College Historic Preservation Program
Wildlife Protection Solutions
VII.

FINANCIAL PLAN

Financial Plan
Management costs for first two years of operation
Utilities for Quincy Farm cost approximately $10,000 in 2017, with $10,800
budgeted for 2018. The annual budget for maintenance work (excluding any
improvement projects) is estimated to be $31,500 based on spending in late 2016
and the full 2017 fiscal year. None of these past expenses or estimates for future
costs include the cost of staff time; those costs are accounted for in the general
Parks fund.
Estimated Annual Operating Costs
(See attached spreadsheet)
Estimated Capital costs
Estimates for capital costs are included in the attached Financial Plan spreadsheet.
Upcoming capital projects for 2019-2022 include replacing the existing garage with
a Nature Center, restoring the Blackmer-Honnen-Anderson house, and a possible
roof replacement of the east side buildings ($50,000). Capital projects may also
include dredging the farm pond (estimated $100,000) and stabilizing the pond
embankment (cost unknown at this time). Estimates for projects will be added as
the city gathers more information.
Funding Sources
Private Donations. The Cherry Hills Land Preserve has expressed strong interest in
partnering with the Village. In 2017 the CHLP donated $20,000 for the construction
of new gardens and an educational trail on the property. Several individuals in the
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community have expressed interest in donating or providing grants for educational
programming or capital improvements.
Grants. The Arapahoe County Open Space and Trails Advisory Board, and the
Arapahoe County Commissioners, have provided funding for replacement of the
irrigation system for Quincy Farm and work to maintain the tree canopy. The State
Historical Fund provided a small grant for an archeological assessment. Additional
grants may be available for reconstruction of the pond and other capital
improvements. An updated list of possible grant opportunities is included in the
Appendix.
Models for the future
Four Mile Historic Park is a similar property that operates as a nonprofit in
partnership with the City and County of Denver’s Park & Recreation Department.
The nonprofit corporation was formed in 1977 and has been working with the city
since that time; the city still owns the property as a public park. The Board of
Directors includes the Denver Manager of Parks & Rec, the City Councilor from that
district, and an appointee from the City of Glendale.
VIII.

BEYOND THE TEN-YEAR MASTER PLAN

The City will need to revisit the plans for the Farm at various stages in the future.
As the buildings are rehabilitated and programs are up and running, the City should
develop a Communications Plan for the Farm. This plan can guide how to promote
Quincy Farm and its programming.
APPENDIX
1. Financial Plan spreadsheets
2. Quincy Farm Use Regulations / City Property Usage Policy
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Quincy Farm Spending Across All Funds
DESCRIPTION

2016
2017
2018
2018
ACTUAL ACTUAL BUDGET ESTIMATE

2019
BUDGET NOTES/EXPLANATIONS:

CATHERINE H. ANDERSON LAND DONATION FUND

EXPENDITURES:
08-450-3031 UTILITIES

08-450-9095 PARKS & TRAIL IMPROVEMENTS
08-450-9097 GARDENS & NATURE TRAIL

08-450-6068 MISCELLANEOUS
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
ARAPAHOE COUNTY OPEN SPACE FUND 14

14-450-9092 PARK IMPROVEMENTS
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
Total (combined from both funds)
Total estimated spending as of 12/4/18:
Total estimated spending at 12/31/19:

5,469

6,454

10,800

10,160

0
0

60,659
0

50,000
0

10,000
10,784

3,077
8,546

8,923
76,036

370,300
431,100

307,700
338,644

95,080
95,080

18,032
18,032

210,000
210,000

27,000
27,000

103,626

94,068

641,100

365,644

10,800 Xcel, Denver Water, Waste Management for Quincy Farm
General Infrastructure Maintenance for QF ($25,000), residing of QF Main House
- carry over from 2018 ($50,000), Arapahoe County Open Space grant match for
89,375 Quincy Farm trees ($14,375)
0 CHLP donation
Quincy Farm Committee ($1,000), Water Attorney ($20,000), Consultants
(historic architects, misc architects or other) ($50,000), Preservation of Quincy
Farm documents ($2,500), High Line Conservancy support ($15,000), Beehives
279,300 ($3,000), Arapahoe County Open Space grant - irrigation ($187,800)
379,475

Parks and Open Space Improvements ($10,000); Tree Maintenance and Care at
Quincy Farm ($20,000); Quincy Farm: Turf, Irrigation, Fence Repair, Farm
155,000 Repairs, Weed Removal, Plantings ($50,000); Pond embankment work ($75,000)
155,000
534,475

563,339
1,097,814

Oct. 16th, 2017

Quincy Farm Estimated Capital Costs
Phase 1 ‐ Infrastructure
Project Name
(ACOS Grant) Irrigation Replacement on West
Side/Tree Trimming
Connection to City Sewer
Pond Investigation
Pasture ‐ Mower (15‐25K) and Aerator (5‐8K)
Water Attorney

Estimated Project
Cost

Grant Revenue

Estimated City
Expenditures

$265,000

$187,800

$77,200

$101,270,000
$25,000
$26,500
$20,000
Phase 1 Total:

$101,270
$25,000
$26,500
$20,000
$249,970

Notes

May not be in this phase

Phase 2 ‐ West Side
Convert existing garage into a Nature Center
Pond Embankment Stablization and Dredging

Estimated Project
Cost
$125,000
$175,000

Estimated City
Expenditures
$125,000
$175,000

Historic Structure Assessment of Main House

$15,000

$15,000

Main House Gardens (west side of lawn)

$5,000

$5,000
$320,000

Project Name

Phase 2 Total:

Estimate 100‐125K

Phase 3 ‐ Main House & Garden
Roof replacement at Carriage home, Big and small
barn & other small structures on East side of farm

$100,000

$100,000

Roof replacement at Main House and Hopkins
House

$100,000

$100,000

Demonstration Garden

$10,000

$10,000

Rehabilitation/remodel of Main House

$750,000

$750,000

Pumphouse paint/window/general restoration

$20,000

$20,000

Phase 3 Total:

NOTE: We don't have the roof
replacements in the phasing
within the plan. I took these from
an old forecast. Estimate $12‐17
per sq. ft., but these are ballpark
since we don't have
measurements.

Could be closer to $1M, will know
more following Hist. Structure
Assessment. Asbestos abatement
an issue.

$980,000

Phase 4 ‐ Beyond 2022
Project Name
Historic Structure Assessments (4 structures)
Hopkins House Restoration
Rehabilitation of East Side Barns
Remodel of East Side farmhouse
Orchard

Estimated Project
Cost
$60,000
$200,000
$200,000
$100,000
$15,000
Phase 4 Total:

Grand Total (all phases)

Estimated City
Expenditures
$60,000
$200,000
$200,000
$100,000
$15,000
$575,000

Estimate $100‐150/sq. ft. for hist.
bldgs; need measurements

$2,124,970
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Dec. 7th, 2018

Quincy Farm Estimated Capital Costs

Estimates from 2012 Pond Assessment

Quincy Farm Estimated Annual Operating Budget
Description

Annual Estimate

Notes

Grounds Maintenance
Tree Maint. & Care

$

10,000.00

Plant Supplies

$

2,000.00

Turf & Irrigation

$

3,000.00

Fence Repair

$

500.00

Butterfly Pavilion - Beehives

$

3,000.00

Subtotal $

18,500.00

$1500 for 100 rails; shipping approx. $3500, order every
10 yrs

Equipment

Building Maintenance
Main House/Pumphouse/Hopkins

$

10,000.00

Barns

$

10,000.00

Caretaker House

$

3,000.00

Subtotal $

23,000.00

$

15,000.00

Subtotal $

15,000.00

$

15,000.00

Subtotal $

15,000.00

$

1,000.00

Subtotal $

144,000.00

TOTAL $

215,500.00

Pond
Pond Maintenance

See chart below for details

Utilities

Utilities for all structures

Xcel, Denver Water, City of Eng., future Comcast

Miscellaneous
Quincy Farm Committee

Description

Annual Estimate

Notes

Possible Future Additions (beyond 2022)
Livestock

$

15,000.00

**Other staff time has not been included in budget

Staff/caretaker
Orchard

$

3,000.00

Subtotal $

18,000.00

GRAND TOTAL $

233,500.00

(estimate includes extra water use)
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Estimates from 2012 Pond Assessment
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CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
www.cherryhillsvillage.com

Village Center
Telephone 303-789-2541
FAX 303-761-9386

Quincy Farm Public Use Regulations (“Regulations”)
Quincy Farm is available for use by public and private entities for classes, meetings, education,
photography, painting, and other artistic endeavors and other similar uses that instill an appreciation and
respect for the natural and human history of the vicinity. The City reserves sole discretion to refuse entry
or decline to offer reservations or permit use or occupancy of any portion of Quincy Farm if it determines
such use is inconsistent with the conservation easement governing the City’s use of Quincy Farm. The
following Regulations shall be strictly enforced:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

Description of Premises
Use of the Anderson House is limited to the first floor and the adjacent improved lawn and nature
trail only. The basement and second floor spaces may not be used or accessed.
Damage Responsibility
The organization or individual is responsible for any damage or loss to the Property caused by
persons attending the event, and all injuries or damages or suffered by persons attending the event.
By submitting a reservation application, the organization or individual executing such application
agrees to hold harmless and indemnify the City for any damages or claims whatsoever related to the
use of the property.
Maximum Occupancy
Events held in the Anderson House can host a maximum of 40 attendees.
Pre-event Meeting
The Organization’s agent or individual must meet with City Staff at least one week before the
event to discuss the logistics and needs for the event.
Furnishings
The piano and backgammon table may not be moved. Large pieces of furniture such as couches,
chairs, tables, and lamps may be moved only with permission of City staff.
Parking
Limited parking of up to 10 vehicles is available at Quincy Farm. If additional parking is required,
accommodations must be made with City staff for off-site parking. Permit holders must not block
the driveway; emergency vehicle access must be maintained at all times.
Kitchen
The kitchen area is available to use as a staging area to serve food. At this time, no facilities are
available to heat, chill, or prepare food. Sale of food or drinks is prohibited. All trash must be
removed from the premises by the organization or individual.
Music
No amplified music is allowed inside or outside at Quincy Farm.
Photography
Visitors are welcome to take photos. Television or film crews are allowed on the property only with
advance written approval by the City.
Smoking
Smoking is prohibited at Quincy Farm.
Animals
Feeding of birds or other animals is prohibited.
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CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
www.cherryhillsvillage.com

Village Center
Telephone 303-789-2541
FAX 303-761-9386

12. Cleaning
The Organization agrees that the Anderson House will be cleaned and returned to the condition
that existed prior to the organization’s or individual’s use.
13. Set-up and Clean-up Times
One half-hour before and after scheduled rental hours will be available at no charge for set-up and
clean-up of the event. If the organization or individual uses Quincy Farm facilities outside of these
allotted times, it may result in a loss of part or all of the individual’s deposit to account for extra
staff time.
14. Cancellation
Notify City staff as soon as possible if an event must be cancelled. Cancellations given with less
than two business days’ notice will forfeit all deposits and fees.
15. Insurance
A certificate of liability insurance is required for the use of Quincy Farm. The City of Cherry Hills
Village must be listed as an Additional Insured with the following limits of liability: $1,000,000 per
occurrence/$2,000,000 general aggregate.
16. Deposit
The City shall refund the deposit to the User within five (5) business days of the conclusion of the
event unless the City determines the event caused damage to City property in which case the City is
entitled to retain the full deposit and take further action as deemed necessary by the City.

I have read and understand the Quincy Farm Use Regulations and agree to adhere to all conditions and
regulations above and in the attached Quincy Farm Hours and Schedule of Fees. Failure to comply with
these Regulations may result in forfeiture of deposit and disqualification from future use of Quincy Farm.
Signature: _____________________________________________
Printed name: _______________________________

Date ___________________

Final Approval (City staff):
Signature: _____________________________________________
Printed name: _______________________________
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Date ___________________

CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE
COLORADO
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
www.cherryhillsvillage.com

Village Center
Telephone 303-789-2541
FAX 303-761-9386

ITEM: 6A

MEMORANDUM

TO:

MEMBERS OF THE QUINCY FARM COMMITTEE

FROM:

EMILY BLACK, PARKS AND RECREATION COORDINATOR

SUBJECT: COMPETITIVE MINI-GRANT FOR HISTORIC STRUCTURE ASSESSMENTS
DATE:

JANUARY 15, 2019

ISSUE
Application for a competitive mini-grant from the State Historical Fund for Historic Structure
Assessments of the buildings at Quincy Farm.
DISCUSSION
The Quincy Farm Committee made a past recommendation to apply for a noncompetitive grant
(under $10,000) from the State Historic Fund to perform a Historic Structure Assessment on the
Main House at Quincy Farm. This was to be done following the closeout of the open
Archaeological Assessment grant, which is now complete.
After more research and speaking with those familiar with the process (including Quincy Farm
Committee member Joel Sydlow), staff has determined that it is advantageous to apply for a
competitive mini-grant from the State Historical Fund to complete HSAs on all the structures at
Quincy Farm at once. These grants are capped at $35,000. The advantages of this approach
(versus completing HSAs one at a time) are:
• The same architect views all properties at once, so reporting will be completed by the
same person and will be consistent across buildings.
• Efficiency in having one person/firm learn the farm’s history, versus different firms
across multiple years.
• More comprehensive view of the entire property available sooner to inform decision
making.
• Possibly more appealing to the State Historical Fund for future funding applications.
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Deadlines and amounts for competitve grants are listed in the chart below, from the State
Historical Fund Grant Application Guide (2018):

Staff would like to remind the Committee that because the City already received a $10,000 grant,
Property Protections will go into effect with any new funding received from the State Historical
Fund. The City will be required to complete a 5-year letter of agreement with the State Historical
Fund and treat all contributing buildings according to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. A
full explanation is available in Exhibit A.
RECOMMENDATION
This item is informational and does not require a recommendation.
EXHIBITS
Exhibit A: Property Protections section from State Historical Fund Grant Application Guide (2018)
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Exhibit A
State Historical Fund Grant Application Guide

Designation
Acquisition and development projects, which involve the excavation, stabilization, preservation,
restoration, rehabilitation, reconstruction, or the acquisition of a property or site, can only occur on
officially designated properties. Proposed work must occur within the boundaries outlined in the
local, State or National Register designation.
By state statute, a property must be officially designated at the time of application. Designated
properties include those listed on the Colorado State Register of Historic Properties or National
Register of Historic Places. Designation through an official municipal or county landmarking
process, ordinance, or resolution also meets this requirement. Buildings located within historic
districts do not need to be individually listed in order to be eligible for application. However, “noncontributing” buildings within a historic district may not compete well in the application process.
Archaeological projects require designation when the level of investigation includes large-scale
intensive excavations, physical work on a ruins or acquisition.

Relationship to Archaeology & Historic Preservation
HC-SHF does not support projects that fail to meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties in any respect (further explanation is included later in this
document).
Applications should indicate a clear understanding of this important requirement. Other relevant
standards for preservation planning, historical documentation, archaeological documentation, and
other project types are available from the Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation here or
by calling (303) 866-3392.

Protection on Acquisition and Development Properties
Certain protections may be placed on properties receiving HC-SHF grants. The type of owner and
the amount of cumulative grant funds received determine the period and form (agreement,
covenant, or easement) required to protect the property from alterations that would affect its
historic character. The protections require that any changes being proposed to the property must
first receive approval from HC-SHF staff or the easement holding organization.
These requirements are cumulative, but only apply to grants for physical work or acquisition.
Multiple grant awards are added together to determine the appropriate level of protection of the
public investment. Review and approval of alterations that could affect the architectural appearance
of the property, adversely affect the structural soundness of the property, or encroach on the open
land area on the property are mandatory. You will receive a letter confirming any requirements soon
after receipt of your application. Grant recipients and property owners must acknowledge the
requisite for property protections within 60 days of award notification by signing and returning their
award letter or the award may be rescinded.
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State Historical Fund Grant Application Guide

Types of Property Protections
Letter of Agreement (LOA) - Contract document that binds the current owner to restrictions for a
specific period of time.
Covenant - A recorded document that is tied to the land and binds current and future owners for a
specific period of time. Covenants are processed, recorded and paid for by HC-SHF in the county
where the property is located.
Perpetual Easement - A recorded document that is tied to the land and binds current and future
owners in perpetuity. Exact terms of the easement will be negotiated between the property owner,
HC-SHF and a qualified easement holding organization. The cost for establishing an easement or
easement updates is paid for by HC-SHF. Please call the Property Protection Coordinator at (303)
866-2797 for more information on easement holding companies in Colorado.
Property protection requirements within the boundary of a historic district –
For new applicants:
If the district is owned by a single entity, protection requirements will apply to the legal description
of the entire district as submitted in the grant application.
If the district is owned by multiple entities (a neighborhood district, for example), protection
requirements will vary, depending on individual legal descriptions and other considerations.
For applicants with previous projects and current/existing HC-SHF protection:
There may be additional factors in play—contact the HC-SHF property protection coordinator for
more information.
Property
Protections

Public Owners

Non-Profit Owners

Private, Individual, and For-Profit
Owners

No restrictions

Grants of $10,000 or less

Grants of $10,000 or less

Grants of $10,000 or less

5-year letter of
agreement

$10,001–$25,000

$10,001–$25,000

$10,001–$25,000

10-year letter of
agreement

$25,001–$50,000

$25,001–$50,000

$25,001–$50,000

20-year covenant

$50,001 and over

$50,001–$100,000

$50,001–$100,000

30-year covenant

N/A

$100,001–$150,000

N/A

40-year covenant

N/A

$150,001–$200,000

N/A

50-year covenant

N/A

$200,001–$250,000

N/A

Perpetual easement

All acquisition grants

$250,001 and over and all
acquisition grants

$100,001 and over and all acquisition
grants
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